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H.R. 5. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT ACT, ADULT
EDUCATION ACT

THURSDAY. MARCH 26. 19s7

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMIT1EE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington. 1). C
The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 940 a m , in room

217.5, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon Augustus F Hawkins.
Chairman, presiding

Members present Representatives Hawkins, Williams, Martinez,
Sawyer, Solarz, Petri and Grandy

Staff members present John F Jennings, counsel; Nancy L
Kober, legislative specialist, Beverly Griffin, staff assistant, Bar-
bara Dandridge, legislative inters, kndrew Hartman, senior legis-
lative associate; David Esquith, legislative associate; and Jo-Marie
St. Martin, legislative associate

Chairman HAWKINS The Subcommittee on Elementary, Second-
ary, and Vocational Education will come to order Today we will be
conducting an oversight hearing on the Adult Education Act This
programs expires at the end of fiscal year 198S, and will be reau-
thorized in the Omnibus Elementary and Secondary Education bill
that our subcommittee will be marking up beginning on April 7th.

The Adult Education Act is the most important component in
the federal government's efforts to reduce illiteracy. In approach-
ing this reauthorization, we have the benefit of several hearings
that the subcommittee held last Congress on the issue of illiteracy
I would like to see us expand this program to meet more of the
adult illiterate population

Congressman Good ling and I have been grappling with the prob-
lem of illiteracy for more than a year now We have added lan-
guage to other components of the larger reauthorization bill such
as the Chapter ' bill to help prevent illiteracy However, I would
particularly like to commend Congressman Williams for taking the
initiative in the area of adult education in drafting legislation
which I understand will be introduced very soon.

This morning also i he Chair would like to announce that we will
be giving out copies of a report entitled An Assessment of the Fed-
eral Initiative in the Area of Adult Literacy The copies are avail-
able at the desk

This report was done by the staff at my request, and it summa-
rizes the findings of the analysis Sometime ago before this commit-

111
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tee statements were made concerning the various federal programs
that apparently or allegedly were a part of the federal initiative in
the area of adult literacy

The implication was given that we are spending a substantial
amount of money already on the problem, and consequently no fur-
ther enhancement or expansion of the program was needed.

However, I think that the report «all summarize the actual situ-
ation that does prevail, and I think that it certainly refutes the ar-
gument that we are generous already, over-generous already, in
terms of reducing illiteracy

The Chair is not going to get into the numbers today, whether or
not 50. 60 or 70 million Americans are functionally illiterate It is
far too many whether we accept the lower estimate or the larger
one

We have used generally on this committee 60 million Americans
which is about one-third of the adult population as being function-
ally n:terate And I think that is a fairly safe estimate And cer-
tainly, whether It were one-third of that amount, it would still be
too many

It is obviously undeniable that we do not rank very high as a
nation in literacy And whether we say it is 4th or maybe 15th, it
is certainly true that we are not first, second m third, and that we
have no right to brag too much about it or to be very much pos-
sessed of pride to the extent of the illiteracy in this nation

It is for that reason that this committee is very much concerned
about the problem, and we look forward to the witnesses that we
have asked to testify this morning

[Report referred to retained in Subcommittee files ]
Mr Petri, do you care to make a statement this morning"
Mr. PETRI Only to underscore the importance of this hearing

and subject, and to say that it is probably unfortunately the truth
that we have a major problem here. The major contribution in the
mea of solving the problem of adult illiteracy has been made not
by the Department of Education but by the Department of Defense
in bringing literacy to people who enlist in the armed forces and
who do not have literacy at the time of their enlistment And of
course, that only reaches a small sector of the adult population,
and we have to do better

Chairman I-IAWKINS Thank you We sill proceed then with the
hearing. First of all, may the Chair introduce and present the first
witness, Congressman Jim Cooper from the 4th District of Tennes-
see

Congressman, we welcome you before the committee Your pre-
pared statement in its entirety will be entered into the record, and
v,e look forward to your testimony I understand that you will deal
with the highlights of it, and leave room for any questioning that
we may have.

I have had an opportunity to read the statement in its entirety,
and I certainly want to commend you or the manner in which you
have presented the facts in your statement You may proceed
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STATEMENT OF HON. JIM COOPER, A REPRESENTATIN E IN
('ONCRESS FROM THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

Mr COOPER Thank you, Mr Chairman I appreciate your inter-
est ri this important subject, and an interest that was strong even
before the subject became so fashionable You have been a leader
in this area for many years

I would also like to thank a key staff member of mine, Julie
Strong, who has immersed herself in these issues over the last year
or so, becoming a tutor of illiterates herself And she herself has
provided great leadership for the State of Tennessee on these
issues

I represent the 4th District of Tennessee which ranks according
to the 1980 census as the 127th most illiterate congressional dis-
trict in the United States Most of the adults in my district require
adult education, to have a chance to shift from the minimum wage
jobs that they have been accustomed in the past and jobs which we
all know are rapidly leaving this country

Last year I organized a legislative task force with myself and
four state legislators That task force has been completed and pre-
sented to the Governor of Tennessee and to the Commissioner of
Education.

It contains numerous state level reform proposals And already
the state has agreed to triple the state contribution to literacy pro-
gramming besides a very tight state budget, and we look forward to
that contribution increasing to a level ten or twelve times above
what the state had been contributing in the past

In my opinion regarding federal legislation, the most important
issue is whom the Adult Education Act should serve. I feel that the
discussion of targeting is the most relevant topic that we could
pursue. Especially since as we are all aware that adjusted for infla-
tion that the AE Act funding has declined by about 38 percent
since the Reagan Administration took office

In Tennessee with about one million Tennesseans who need some
literacy training, the $2 million federal grant amounts to about $2
for every potential student. Tennessee has chosen to spend that
money in a way that about 25,000 people are reached every year,
which sounds very good, but these people are only reached four
hours a week for seven months a year.

I am worried about a part-time half year program like this, espe-
cially since 79 percent of the people enrolled in the program drop
out during the summer. \\T. do not have good enough records to
know if they ever return or not

It is my feeling that a full-time prcgram would be very helpful,
since tN,o-thirds of the illiterates in Tennessee at least are unem-
ployed and have plenty of time to engage in more comprehensive
literacy training.

As we are all aware, I think, current programs have tended to
skim the cream off the top of the illiterate population to educate
those who were easiest and the cheapest to educate. And therefore,
I feel that we need a separately authorized and separately funded
title which would unlike current formula grants directly fund
grant proposals coming from communities

(
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I would propose three guidelines for these grant proposals I

would ask that they be put forward by more than one government
or private agency, so that we could have positive evidence of coop-
eration right from the xery start, a problem which in Tennessee
has been terrible to overcome, but I think that we have made
progress in that area

The second guideline would be to make a bold effort tc -each the
least educated and most in need I define least educated as those
who read at or elow the fifth grade level And those most in need,
you would coul., arrange some sort of formula based or poverty or
unemployment criteria.

The third and final guideline would be to have this a limited au-
thorization, perhaps three years, and include money for assess-
ment, so that at the end of the three year period that we would
know whether the program was working or not, or at least have a
preliminary indication

My estimate w hich is not included in my written testimony
would be a dollar figure on the order of million would be ap-
propriate for an effort like this The cost per participant would be
high.

We would probably need. as you have suggested in legislation of
yours, an even start program to deal with child care problems, and
we might need some transportation assistance to reach the hard
core illiterate But I feel that this would help fill the gap that was
created when we left the old CETA program.

Again the JTPA program is only reaching one-quarter of the
JTPA folks or high school dropouts, w hen two-thirds or three-quar-
ters of those who are disadvantaged are high school dropouts

Finally, I would like to mention two or three small ideas that I
feel might nave some potential at least in the long range, things
that Congress should be exploring

First, for those probably few people who are not economically
disadvantaged but who are high school dropouts and need literacy
training, perhaps charge those who have some limited resources a
very small tuition fee

That is being tried now by some private groups And I think that
on a limited basis that this might allow us to stretch federal dol-
lars a little bit farther

I have personally been very interested in data on the number of
oral driver's licenses given The Tennessee data is unavailable, but
I understand from a study conducted in North Carolina that
1ti5,000 oral driver's licenses are granted in that state every year
And in nineteen states with a driver's license, you can drive a trac-
tor-trailer rig So I think that there are numerous literacy related
issues that could be explored there.

Finally. it seems to me possible that beginning readers do not
have to be taught on a one on one basis Small classes and small
groups might be a more efficient wa., to teach these beginning
readers

To conclude, Mr Chairman, again I would like to thank you fo:
your sustained interest in this important topic Latecomers to the
issue like myself are very grateful to you for having carried the
torch for such a long time

[Prepared statement of Hon Jim Cooper follows j
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my vier k on this issue in Tennessee has ors owed me that the
singly nv,t impot t int issue 1,,r ( engr pis Iv r cenly e due utq
rr po horia it1nn the question of who the Adult I duration Act
cfnalhi 1 he I S tment of I dt1( allies last
toms r eben,o, e ai,,,,ment of the Adult I duration fret, pubit,h1 if in

ear hed the same con( fusion "Fre m a national per spar tine
wriat appear s to be needed in the decade of the l'Itto's is

emphasis on more clear ly targeting the federal program a i on
he Iplog total projects serve the targeted populaticia groups "

I et me illustt ate this point with at example trom my own
state I win, -sees Department of E ducation estimates that about
one million I ennesseans could potentially be enrolled in Alit
programs I he federal Adult I duration grant to the state in I

FIR', was about $2 million or about two dollars for every potential
student I his grant, along with the state match, enabled Alit and
cif progr ams to teach a total of 25,000 people, four hour, a week,
for seven month= of the year

Is the part -time, half -year program the best was fur adults
to lea, n' Nell the 1 -MO national assessment of A Elf found that
students who remain( d In the program for at least a year benetitted
most that study also found that 79°), of those students enrolled in
the pr ing don t back the following fall I his would se em to
argue that a y ear-round 1,1, gram might be more effective

As for holding classes lust two to four hours a week, it is
interesting to note that two- thirds of the 250no At I students in

enneeser last y ear wets unemployed Had classrs been available,
mins of these people could have been attending school full -time and
r,nsnrg through the program and on to lobs or job training much mote
quit kly

But I ennessee, like most states, had some tough chopes to
11-140 1 he 'tale had a small amount of federal money to set ve a
far ge and I. aquely defined tat get population I he slate r hose to
mill, a limited number of c lasses as ailable in as erg county rattler
than fund full-time, year-round programs in only a handful of
counties

Natronwide the Adult Iducanon Act has been cht °rurally
underfunded Oil en the site of its large' population 1 ne

tiepin tment of I duration's l'Ift0 study said that only of the
tat Oct population wa- bring set sea And since 1980 federal
funding fiir adult education hiss remained essentially trim, n
%Nun, h really means that when adjusted fur inflation, (miffing has
grit lined by about Ink

I he limo S Department of Ldue anon ass,- sment conr bided
Ihtt Adult fduration Act programs as a whole do tend to 'cream" and
that "the /east liter ate and most alienated tend to he exi hided "

Hut this study rightly pointed out that there Is little in«,ritive
tot A111 programs to recruit when their resources are strati heel to
the Ltnit simply teaching those who already seek out their
err s ices It is no wonder that those 410 set sea have genet ally not
been the "least eciutated and most in need " I see no reason for

to change unless Congress (IIVe, the A hilt 1 cruc alien Act a
char et, more CAI efully fix aced mandate, and appropriates enough
money for states to fulfill it

As a first step toward making the Act more eller tit e, I would
Ilk, h, sera separately authorved, separately funded title to the
Att whose purpose t promoting economic independence for

intadril adults tinhke the formula grants to
1 itr s, this new title would directly fund grant proposals from
01117,111,111eq, taking into ace ourit the following criteria

I ) tin!, proposals submitted by more th in one gos romp( ntal
awn( y ter lit is rte or ganuation , and insolving coordiniltion and
ern iteration among and community or gani,tations would be
bind, if I he rIannett I hailer rjr grant competition could fie used as a
model '11 drsrloping this criteria



opo,als must describe how the t eripient plans to c ea, h
the least <slur filed,' who n I would define as those reading below
the 5th grade les. el Nail-Milt regard to the number of years of s, hool
rongneted I would ask the I., S hepar anent of I dui ation to des.elop
guidelines for defining the "most in need" based on a combination
of poker ty and or mploy merit criteria 'I hese luicielines would tired
to allow for local fiexibility in defining the "most in reed"
bec au-e it may diffet greatly iron community to community -- for

amplo, in urban areas It is more likely to be the unemployed but
111 rural areas it ,s mote often the working poor

II Ihis title would have a limited authon7at ion per hap'
thr e, years and would include money for an assessment of the
protects funded by it At the end of this time, we mull iudge the
title's succ ("SS or failure, and decide whether to ekpanct ,,r
eliminate it

1 he cost per par ticipant would probably be high I hes programs
would nrobably has e is pros 11101 e SUppel lave set vu e, like ,hush
rare and transportation than most ADI programs do But if we at e
',fa IOU, about giving the millions of illiterate or functionally
,Iliter ate Amer leans a second chance, we need to remove the
harriers that hake kept the Adult l duration At t from tea, fund them
in 'he past

I believe this ty grants program would teach people not
being helped by any 01,', federal education or training program
I t would Help t i l l the gap left when we switr heel from CI I A to the
l o I t ainind Partnership Act which serves many fewer under edits and
individuals that, c't PA did on1y about one-quarter of the people

I l'A accept, irate its programs are high school dropouts, despite
the fact t h a t nearly two-thirds of the disathantaged, I I l'A's target
population, didn't complete high school I th,nk we should also
ask the Department of I abut to look at e dahlishing a felt nincr
gains per fist mane standard to encourage I ll'A pt ograms to set s.e more
under educated adults under itie II-A

1 hive a number of other suggestions cow orninq adult
educ anon which I'd like to see explored further rive idea is to
ask those Alit students who are not economically disacik aniaged to
pay a small tuition fee so that more of the I Niel al funds r an go
toward prodding ser..cic es for those who cannot of fr rd to pay Man
proit°, non-profit adult education programs already do this I

don t think that it is unreasonah, for Congress to admit that we
cannot afford to offer a lice education to any adult os. yr If,
without a high school diploma, regardless of their income

Another idea concerns the far t that all fifty states Cur tenth
allow people who cannot read the d'iver's license ',vim to take it
orally l think there is great potential for wrk,-,ci with the
Nation 11 Highway I raffle sat tey Administration to «dlert national
data on the number of or al diver's exams taken each seat, and for
de,. eloping a guide tot lora! Motor l ehirle Uc pactments to use to
refer oral test takers to loyal literacy programs

A third suggestion is that the nepar tment of I duration
encourage literacy programs, both private and Alit -sponsored, to
bi rah through the dogma that says broginind readers hate to be
taught one-on-one Pride] the Right to Read pr norms, for example,
beginning reader s were fang ht to groups as large as thirty or forty
studrnts Ih s approa, h ran be feasible if volunteers ate ask, if to
help as tear her" aides, and not Just as one-on-one tutors

f malty Mr c hair man, I would lust like to say that I have
come I, ipprL,,oie in the past year the trumendou, dr dication of
tin, e who hake worked in adult basic' education arid literac y for
years I feel that we owe them a debt of gt atitude for doing the
'rest they ran with meager resources, an overwhelming ;oh, and a
public that by and large h. s nut known or car oci 'bout th,

I would alko like to thank you, Mr I hairman, for fo, mg
atirntion on the issue of illiteracy in hearings rater the last two
}ears I belt( ve support is growing in c ongress for adult
education, and I am also encouraged by 'lie Admitindratidn',
wrIlingriecs to requec I additionl money for these la our any, t look
tot ward to working with you, on this site



Chairman HAWKINS Well, thank you, Mr Cooper You obviou
lv are not a late corner The fact that you have worked at the state
level I think is commendable And certainly in the reauthorization
of this program, we will lean very heavily on the expertise that you
have and the experience that you have gone through

I must confess, however, that your wonderful suggestions are not
likely to find very much acceptance unfortunately, and I think that
is the irony of this situation That we recognize the problem and
we talk about it. but then do very little about it. And even now, the
recommendations of this committee are being subjected to the scru-
tiny of the Budget Committee

And whether or not we can really take the recommendations
that you have made and incorporate them into the recommenda-
tions of this committee will obviously be of great concern to us. Be-
cause it would seem that the more that we recommend that the
less that we are going to get from the Finance Committees

May I ask you this. Your state through your Governor certainly
has been one of the exceptions to the number of efforts that have
been put forth by other Governors by most of the states You seem
to be somewhat out in front as it were.

Do you believe that the present tendency of the federal govern-
ment itself through the Department of Education to shift the re-
sponsibility back to the states and to expect them to undertake
more vigorous efforts as the federal government retrenches is a
sound and expedient way of dealing with this problem')

Mr. COOPER I do not Much of the credit for the Tennessee devel-
opment should go to our new Governor, who partisanship aside
happens to be a Democrat who is very concerned about poor rural
Tennesseans 'I ennessee is the exception to the rule. We are finally
taking on more responsibility, but I wish that the Department of
Education had nudged, forced, encouraged, whatever it took to get
us to do this years ago

I look forward to strong leadership at the federal level, leader-
ship which to be honest I think is lacking from the Department of
Education today

Chairman HAWKINS As you said in your statement. there has
been a great reduction in constant dollars in the federal program
feeble from its beginning And for that reason, we have indicated
that in the report which I referred to earlier that the reference to
other programs that may be available at the federal level is just
not actually in existence.

We are looking to this snecific Adult Literacy Act as the vehicle
for making the changes that we propose In that connection, we
certainly will be calling on you to assist us Mr. Petri

Mr. PETRI Thank you, Mr Chairman Perhaps it is due to the
Tennessee example and efforts such as those spoken of today that
they are finally seeing the light over in the Office of Management
and Budget, and the President's team has requested a 25 percent
increase in funding for adult education in its submission to this
Congress.

As we castigate them in some areas, we ought to recognize that
they are at least doing something helpful, that instead of level
funding they are going from about $10-1 to :41:30 million in their re-



quest Now it will be up to us to convince our colleagues to lold the
line or improve on that recommendation

I am curious just to sc.- if there are any comments that you
would like to make on the question of try mg to beef up or work
through existing efforts to help the same population that we are
trying to help with the adult literacy efforts rather than having a
di :licative delivery system put in place. or if that would or would
not be a problem with this Act

We have, of course, the Job Training Partnership Act and the
Vocational Education programs attempting tt, give job skills and
employment to people And as part of t. it effort, ..,-iult literacy cer-
tainly would make a lot of sense.

Should we be trying to build on those sorts of programs, or
should we be going ahead and be giving grants to people who are
just going to be worrying about adult literacy and lerve to others
and to duplicate funding the problems addressed by the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act, the vocaional system, state and local school
district programs, and in English education programs for foreign
students for the variety of people that they are directed at? Or
should we try to integrate and concentrate what limited resources
that we have to get a bigger result?

Mr. COOPER I am certainly not against trying to improve any
government pr am But in my limited Tennessee experience, it is
going to be virtually impossible to make JTPA or any of these
other programs that will really reach the hard core illiterate.

To me, you need a specialized effort, because for a variety of rea-
sons ether programs just are not reaching, these people. Therefore,
I would urge in this case a separate type of program to reach the
hard core illiterate, because right now they are being almost com-
pletely ignored, nnd they are becoming somethin,7 of a under class

Chairman HAWKINS Mr. Williams, in your absence, I did com-
mend you on taking the initiative in the area of adult education in
drafting legislation I hated to have you not be present at that time
to receive the commendation, so I am giving it to you post haste

Mr. WILLIAMS Well, I was only late, Mr Chairman, because I
was kind of fishing for you to do it twice

Chairman HAwxlivs It is in the record. YOU may read it Every-
one heard it except you

Mr. WILLIAMS. Well. you are very kind and generous as always,
aid I appreciate you and appreciate your kinds words about me.
The real leader on this effort, specifically the illiteracy portion of it
is Congressman Cooper, who has done not only good work but a
good amount of work, as you can tell f. om his testimony and in an-
swers to the questions

And I simp:y want to join you. Mr Chairman, in welcoming Jim
and accepting his testimony, and giving him my own personal
thanks for his leadership in the illiteracy portion of our concern
about adult education

Mr COOPER. Thank you I app--: Ate that Mr. Chairman, if T
could just add one note to your study

Chairman HAWKINS. You may proceed
Mr COOPER I have not seen your study yet But in my experi-

ence in Tennessee, despite federal government claims that there
are 79 programs operating in the literacy area and some vast
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amount of federal money being spent on literacy, in practice in
Tennessee if it were not for the AEA there would not be a literacy
effort

The amounts spent if they are spent by these 7 other programs
Are so small, or so negligible, or so unorganized that they almost
might as well not exist. So T. appreciate your efforts on the AEA
and more power to you

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. and thank for your appearance
before this committee Before proceeding, the Chair would like to
make one brief announcement.

Last Tuesday in the hearings before this committee, Ms. Carol
Whitten, who heads the bilingual program for the Department of
Education, was a witness. And at the time, in the exchange of com-
ments between Ms. Vhitten and the Chair, I indicated that the De-
partment had not , o.,ponded to a letter which I had written a
month earlier asking some specific questions

At the conclusion of th.9. hearing, in checking with my staff, I dis-
covered that the Department had made a reply and had responded
to my letter tl, Friday before the hearing. Unfortunately, the staff
had not informed the Chair of the receipt of that material.

So I would like to express my apology to the Department in
terms of that specific communication, and to indicate in the record
that they had responded And we will add my statement indicating
receipt of that material at the time that I had unfortunately criti-
cized them for not having answered.

At this point, I would like to ask the witnesses to assemble at the
witness table. It is a panel consisting of Mr. Mitch Snyder; Dr. Fay
Bryant from the Assault on Illiteracy Program from New York
City; and Mr. Garrett Murphy, Director of the Division of Adult
and Continuing Education Programs for the New York State Edu-
cation Department. If those individuals who have been listed as
witnesses this morning kindly assemble at the witness table.

We will proceed first of all with Mr Mitch Snyder. Mr Snyder, I
have never met you This is the first time that I have even seen
you But I seem as if I know you, because I have heard so much
about you, and at-io have seen you on TV frequently. And it is a
pleasure to welcome you thi, .corning as a witness before this com-
mittee You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF MITCH SNYDER, CENTEF FOR CREATIVE
NONVIOLENCE, WASHINGTON, D('

Mr SNYDER I apologize for the absence of ,ny written tes "mony,
but we have neither typewriters nor Xerox machines out on the
heat grate. So I am unable to provide you with written testimony.

Not too long ago, Chairman Gray and other members of the
Budget Committee including Mr Williams visited the shelter that
we operate just a few blocks from here. And in the course of walk-
ing through that shelter and talking, we had a brief discussion
about illiteracy in the shelter and illiteracy among the homeless
And it was out of that discussion or as a result of that discussion I
believe that it was suggested that I come here this morning

I suppose that I should say first that I consider it as unconscion-
able and as unacceptable that we have tens of millions of Ameri-
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cans who are functionally illiterate as I do that we have millions of
Americans who are living out on our streets like untouchables

We are the wealthiest country that the earth has ever seen We
have the resources at our disposal to freeze dry life, to send people
back and forth to the moon, to do all kinds of technological wizard-
ry, and yet we have not reached the point where we are prepared
or willing to guarantee our citiz,ns what they require in order to
live like human beings

And I think that is an absolute sin. And I think that there is a
just and loving God, and that God looks down with increasing disfa-
vor on your great arrogance and the misuse of our wealth and re-
sources.

More specifically, there are among homeless people as one would
assume a large number of illiterates. For many of those people, the
ability to read and write would provide a passport out of the shel-
ters pnd off the streets, and nothing more would be required

Simply because for those who are illiterate the kinds of jobs that
are available in this city and in any other area that I ever viTted
pay such low wages that even though many work and work very
hard, and some who work two jobs. they simply do not have enough
money to be able to afford a place to live.

So while the Administration has consistently reduced the
amount of money available to begin to reach out more aggressively
to those who are illiterate, in spite of that I would suggest that re-
sources that are available or at least some portion of them be di-
rected towards that group of people for whom it would make a tre-
mendous amount of immediate difference.

Their lives would change more radically than probably anybody
else's if they were able to compete in the open market, because
they were able to read and write at a level that would allow them
to rise above the kind of minimum wage jobs that are available to
them, exclusively available to them.

So I would strongly encourage you to keep fighting for resources
and for funds to begin to roll back the absurd number that we are
faced with in our country who are illiterate, and to more specifical-
ly begin to reach out if it has not already occurred to that portion
of the population which is most desperate and most destitute, and
for whom literacy training and opportunities would and could
make +remendous amount of difference.

Cg- . in HAWKINS Well, thank you, Mr Snyder We will hear
from tne other witnesses, and then I am sure there will be some
questions of you.

Dr. Fay Bryant from the Assault on Illiteracy Program. Dr.
Bryant, we welcome you before the committee.

STATEMENT OF JANET JONES BALLARD, ASSAULT ON
ILLITERACY PROGRAM

MS. BALLARD. Mr Chairman, Congressman Hawkins, members of
committee, and other distinguished members of the House, I am
Janet Jones Ballard, and I am international president of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, and Fay Bryant's immediate successor And
Ms Bryant is now president of the Assault on Illiteracy Program
But because of job commitments, she could not be here today.

i a
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Chairman HAWKINS We af.e glad to welcome you in her place I

did not know Dr Bryant I just assurred that you were responding
to the introduction And for that. I apolog-w'

Ms BALLARD That is (lode all rig-ht Thank you for allowing me
to be here, and to tell you a little bit about the Assault on Illiter-
acy Program, and we use the acronym AILP This is a coalition of
ninety predominantly black organizations who are recognizing that
even though each of us has some kind of program in education.
that by coalescing that we might be somewhat more effective in
our efforts

The AILP was formed about seven years ago And since that
time through the local chapters of the member organizations, we
have taken programs help eradicate illiteracy in our communi-
ties, particularly among blacks

Today we are really interested in introducing to you another
part of what we consider an essential piece of eradicating illiteracy,
and that is using the community as the base for this. Now our
intent is not to duplicate the formal efforts of educational institu-
tions or other programs. but our intent is to complement and sup-
plement these efforts

We are using as a model in some of the things that we do Great
Street School in Los Angeles it the Watts area And a black
woman went into this school as principal and you can well imag-
ine what the illiteracy rate was and the level in that school.

And within a six year period using techniques that she developed
using the community, she was able to raise the level of 1100 minus
40 students. And what she did was to go into the community and
involve parents and to help the community become aware of their
ownership in the problem of illiteracy, and therefore convince the
community that they had some responsibility in helping to eradi-
cate it

And essentially that is the theory of AILP And so we have taken
these programs into the communities. Now what we are interested
in our comini; befort you is asking that we be a part of helping to
include this ,;articuia' piece. the communty involvement, the ap-
proach of the volunteer in the effort.

Most of our leadership in our organizations are professional
people and many are professionals in formal education, but many
are not The organizations included are health organizations, social
work organizations, and all of the other areas related to human re-
sources

So we feel that our own individual background as leaders of the
organization and the programs that our local member organiza-
tions and chapters have are essen- al to helping to develop a plan
for the eradication of illiteracy t t f )es beyond the formalized
structure
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And we are recommending that this particular component be in-
cluded in this program. in the bill, the matter of the community
base and the volunteer effort which is so vitally needed Because
we recognize that it is going to take all of us working with this

And because we are predominantly back, we have a special con-
cern for the extent of illiteracy in the black community and feel
that we have some special skills and expertise in helping to address
this and to deal with this

[Prepared statement of Janet Jones Ballard follows]

7R -416, 0 - RR --'
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tategot i.ed as "tducationally dtptived", and who sullcr Iron a
lack rot do attitude, and who live in aurroundinga whott
tend not to add to their needed sell esteem

bacsnd, we would like to tell you about why our Black community
building leadership had to become involved Uur most auccesulul
"innel-city" educators inlorm US that- due to the myriad awe
some and depressing predicaments in our inner cities- -no teacher
Or school arlminicitraio, can be aucceaalul among many therein
wittout total, long-term interorganizational commitment and in-
yoivemont from the preponderance of all the community-building
organizations in the school area to help J., a coordinated way to
transform those communities In every possible putative way.

However, we learned quite painlully that many local organizations
absolutely could riot be enlisted to work "ire terror qt. I t 1011b y

Ur, a lung-term and coordinated busier with any other groups simply
because these 'others were viewed as competitors by their goat,
ming natiutal bodies

lhua, teachers should not be held responsible - -as they seem NOW
to belor the alternation ol pour housing, for job diacrimina-
iron for the moral climate, for the tenuous state ol family lite
61J prevalent in the Inner cities and fur the general lack ol pos-
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them about changing their policiea uo ad to allow -and
ent_our tge -their local chapter a/ altilialea to work tuyethtr
fur th. positive "a/leo-Live-oriented" needs Ui our annex
cit.,. ea

After a ,lentletaa struggle- -arid with bud s help -we now
have a literacy-enhancement cualltIon oi well over '30 'la-
ti,nal Bla-fr lei Lo,juhl./atioho, no will as hundrela more it
,,,rural rani /or_ari-rd r_ommunit, uplrltrng oryuniratrALO
wurking together unler the harmer oi Ad1P And,
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opt only serves da a comprhuotoly egtesticnythening and
comprehension-enhancement tool to both supplement and com-
plement the wonderful work of cur hard-work.ng classroom
teachers But alas tullilla a similar rule with parents
who desperately need Cu develop reading skills, as well as
serves as air essential interulgartizatiuntil communications
bridge among our precious volunteers

We emphrisi-e that we are an all-volunteer network that serves
solely to make easier and make optimally effective the wonderful
work of the classroom teachers and administrator° who -- without
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and v.tally-nttded help thty are getting from Chapter 1 and offal
ellorto in our inner cities
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anyntnile tummunity to attempt auth would find suth a vital
L.til 11,1t,ate
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FINAL126.D t,TAlLMLNT PREFA4L0 Fdk THE JUINF SLB-COMMITTEE HEARINGS
UN EDUCATION OF THE COMMITTEE ON LDUCAlION AND LABOR -U.S
tONGREsS

The Honorable Augustus F Hawkins, other distinguished members of
the Committe On Education and Labor, and all other greatly-ea-
teemed Members of Congress, we--the leaders of the more than 90
national Black-led organizations which are coalesced under the
banner of the Assault On Illiteracy Program (A0IP)--are most
pleaded and honored to come before you in Washington, D C today

Originally, on very short notice, we had requested time last
onth when over 300 of our leaders and resource volunteers were

convening here in Washington, D C. However, this date is just as
appropriate for us to give testimony.

Our objective is to to share w'th our Congressional leadership
Some of our experiences which easily and rather quickly Could
enable our Chapter-I and other classrooms relating to inner-city
needs to become optimally productive.

Essential for you to know in this regard i.e that what we are
about to relate, deals largely with complementary and supple-
mentary thinga that must be done within our largely-Black Inner
cities by those of us who live vithin--and must identify with--
the urgent literacy-enhancement and/or community-building needs
of these areas of educational deprivation

Most important for all to be aware is the fact that the "root
cauaese--and the resultant needs, or resources- -among the black
'functionally illiterate' population are vastly different than
among the e who can identify as White here in America

Also, since the Governors of every state must understand--and
work in tandem withall of these facts; and with your decisions,
copy of th..a testimony la being sent to each of them.

In order to save timeand for ease of understanding, we have
divided this presentation into three brief parts as follows

PART I Background On Who We Are As 'Community! Leadera
And Why No Inner -Litt' -Or Largely BlackClass-
room Optimally Could Educate Properly Without
Broad Based Community Involvement.

?MAT II. The 'Suc,e.le Model' Replicated- -And Extended--By
AUIP And,

PART III kecommendationa For hoviding The 'Missing Link'
In Innef-City Edu,ation

PAkT I- WHO WC ARE Am helpful background, we are the only co-
alition of national Bleck-led 'community-building' organizations
from all dia,lollnes and interests, importantly including highly-
eucceaaful educators who dated to deviate from the traditional
' norms' within inner cities. Among our present affiliation are
well over 90 such 'national' bodies, as well as hundreds more of
regional and localized commun...ty-uplifting organizations.

Local and state officlala of each of these nations.. bodies are
the leaier who have planning and implementing responaibilities
for all we do

WHY WE HAD TO BECOME INVOLVED. All educators know that there are
two essential_ learning aspects One is known as the 'cognitive'
(or tutorial) aspect The other is known aa the 'affe,:tive'--
-e, ego conatieration or environmental aspect Educators have
trail, i that etuJente whu du riut teci L,o,d about the,selves ui
th,lt lie, th,li L-oum,ult1Lu) utteu have a leweei,L.1
will ut arena to learn

With the wonder tut and tho,ghtful aaaistance of Congress and
,runt' excellent 'cognitive" materials and apploa...hea

are available for easy group use The are used every day

i ,9
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L) almost all ter,-,era On the other hand, and tor a variety ot
eas.rns, Sew teachers have the removrces to deal with the 'affec-

tive' aspect of learning in the case Of 'inner-city' klergely
Black) students.

It is in the inner-city settings that the state al family life
and community-induced predicaments are so awesome that no teach-
e r can be successful w:thout total commitment and involvement of
the community-building organizations in the school area to help
transform those communities In every possible positive way By
this, we mean transformation into such secure, productive, value-
laden and hope tilled entl,lea that everyone therein would be
motivated to want to learn and become a responsible part

Further, the 47.. rate of Black 'functional illiteracy' in
our inner city communities represent that illiteracy predicament
' in ,xtremie In every community and state- -and because it is we
in that Black community who are fluttering most from all the other
resultant "ills', we felt compelled to develop that aorrly needed
complementary support mechanism to help our inner city teachers
At the same time, we knew that any degree of real success would
have to be a joint and/or cooperative venture on a long-term
basis and with the help and encouragement of Congress

Under ordinary al cumatancea, Vs were convinced that nu single
teacher school could even begin to address etiectively sums an
awesome challenge Yet, perhaps not so surprisingly to those who
know how relentless Conr et:roman Hawkins is in his pursuit at ex-
cellence for our y. _,th, we, in AO1P, found a model for our
replication right in the heart of Watts in Los Angeles at a
school named Gr,Ipe Street,

PART II- THE MODEL, People tell us that God works in myster
lune ways' We lour, that to be the case when we in kOIP
searched tar a Ou00000 model that we could replicate and extend
where necessary We knew that there were many many 'inner city'
educators who had done fantastic jobs on an indivio,d1 and some-
what iaolated basis However, what we needed was a more extensive
success model which many felt was not possible to find

Nonetheless, successful inner -city educator alter successful
educator pointed out to us that the Grape Street

experience was an ex,_ellent epitomization of their collective
best This was a case wherein a determined and undaunted
prin,-ipal took over a school in the heart of Watts which was
artcand from the bottom among almost 600 schools in the LA Unified
School District In terms of reading scores

Yet, within a brie/ span ol just six and one hall (6 1/2) years,
all 1100 of hen students except 40 Special cases -we'e on actual
grade level a ultustion which never has taken place on such
road level before and unfortunately has not been replicated

mince

However, we were determined to find out 1) all the reasons why
Chia unusual model had not been replicated 2) what we as leaders
of our inner city communities could du to rectify the situation
In an ideal way and 3) what was needed tram you here in Congress
and others to make this model a real tribute to you as it uer,ea
the just and equitable educ tonal needs n1 our inner cities

GUN EXTENSIONS We found we could boas our extensions on a
number of things as follows.

A We found there were many ddm niatrators who were highly
tri.illed in working with -and delegating effectively and ell]
crently among--teanhera students, parents and policy makers
Yet, there was one essential element that practically all
eddnatora felt they ,ruld nut reanh ,IfeCIlvely In uul ran_s

and II.. vas the. ,ummunItv, shloh, SEI the sue of Sint, 1

Itle,, a.muut an Imput,a1Lit task

U. thin aueMI na .ImpuullhIllty., that In ape Art...I pr In,Ipa I

did yu uul Into the ,u,MulIty and actually ,rgani.,, not only the
pax Lnts but al.,' they organized the ministers, the huUlneuu
persc.na and the former gang members, who previously had mar auded
the El hg,l, ft.-Ming "Mirk asuociations" and 'patrols" dedi,ated
to 11, s ,,1 Moreover, this brilliant ,du,ator and admintatia-
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1.01 ,aa ,, .ved t',.. plaraillw of all
things for whiin they we.e Feu {.inset le

owt ii. what this su,cesslui edut_ati, and ,ineser like his feel
was their .r key to success -arid IN still the major "missing
link' for etleCtiv, nneh iducation broadly is er_ouraging
and enabling teachers ) make every one 01 their children feel
they were prei_loue "Child, -n of God" with all the power and
potential of the Almight) within themselves Carrie Haynee,
former Grape Street School principal, has stated that *by devel-
oping such a can do' at_itude within each student, children
hunger for knowledge to such n extent that no teacher Can deny
them of learning

Carrie Ayers Haynes' work at the Grape Gtreet School was
cult However, because this g at lady who gas rescued time and
time again with the tinily h -1p of A,,gustus Hawkiss and other
leglUlatuaL, was dent pso,idenlially to ACIP, this magnificent
model for au,,_eaa had lemainea A lye
A We tou.i that all_atude,fa h-eded continu,s ego atienjthentrg

and that there was ri., built in menhohlsm for___achieving this
amaArg inner cities' student° in thalparalieled that
wh h is institutionalized fir et who can ide,-21ity_as
White

Thus, when Carie Ayers Baynes tcok over s large part of the
early plannihg within AOIP she saw to it that almost every
national organization we., involved in--and &lommitted to--its
"community-building" weds One of the first things she - -along
with others -addressed was the development of some ego-strength-
ening and comprehehaion-enhancement tools which would be produ,..ed
on a continuing weekly basis for Chapter 1-type students.

butte importantly, this task was to beand always his been
under the supervision of the highly-trained and long experienced
educators in the National Sorority of Phi belts Kappa, Inc with
the assistance of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc and the
National Association of University Women Also, all of this work
is done from withinand y the respected leadership of--tte
Black community-building organizations without any fee for them-
Selves whatsoever. (Samples of these highly-productive ego-
strengthening materials- -which are creatively designed to reach
the previously -difficult-to-reath parentsare being made avail-
able here today.)

Also seen to was the fact that almost everything In AOIP is de-
signed administrativelyt end In terms of IoCuill fur both comEie-
nenting and supplementing the massive and preelentlyfmpuWalble
task of our classroom teachers who have responsibility for that
target group

Also important for all Members of Congress to know is that suc-
cess fur our approach is due, in great wa_augte, to the fact that
a very lay de part Lit focuu is u, rem4,Ing the untquely im-
posed 'root causes' of illiteracy among many Black Americans

le, overcoming the image of self and of Community which le so
negative or low) that an 1 nor di ne te a nd g 1 ow i ny - number of

these precious children of God do not feel good enough about
themselves to want to learn and lead responsible and value-laden
I v ea

We found that mu h of our failings were doe to the Black
c.mmunIty a_ow, lack o' insightfulneo° in terms of the degree_of

emuhea,, our feelings are mixed as we prepared this statement to
be presented to thin body of meet honorable legislators U, the

one hand, we ar, saddened that we must come to you, as we
approach the twenty first century, with an appill for rate-

related _justice in terms of focus within ,hat all of us must

agree is an unuauall) fine educational syaten nationally. No one

can luny 'hat tfe hay, Akcelh era t_c ,jnittnn related' sppraachia
r . , t i v o t e d to want t, lel,ssr2

i.,r lh,uqh hua it n,t headily a,allahle to
[hour 2 ced to ides till with the black -ornmuni ty, we ale rd
extremely pcoud tout we are in a relativelW young and rapidly
hiA,A1,ainA nation whtsein Cul minds are IlexiAle anA we ale
whiling to learn from hAil mlataken hA the past In,ha, we now
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, ing i,t III, i p , , v "
largely -over lo. gy ed qo r

Amer inane In short, many of ua w se s. heavily tr.onot
'integrating" our schools that- in 'he promess of thin
"understandable' step, our educational systpw,, in wirier al,
felled to developant put into their curriculum ant . 'ler
supportive programsthe mochanisme tor pride
and a *can do' attitude that paralleled those ,titut.ona li zed
mechanisms already in place for learners who could i tentify as
White

Further, it is in this area, alone, that Ant, has Op °
value that neither Congress nor others Can easily repli_ate

Alditionally, these mechanisms and tools developed by the widest
possible array of the hest Black profenconals on tehalf of frill

are not housed on "integrating' our classrooms or .-ummunities
We are not opposed to such on any grounds But, our eopharis is
on helping our largely-Black inner city schools to enable our
young to be realistic about who they are RA people who no have
many others -will face discrimination and who must I,, vn ta
rTtpartd f-1 such in a conntrurtlye way

ii-esently, when students are not co propale %

;11,441-411,, are no' made to undRistan I that .lev .7.. , 4 -

, volition group whl may always tic cur 111.-41 t ta.,
identify as Blackthe "balloon of unreality" often tureta in the
real world contacts Then, drag addiction, teen prognAnnv and
fitly, types of amoral behaviour often result

AOIP is focused heavily on Blacks building their own presentl,
dywntroden communities into mutually-supportive "dense of hope'

Neither Congress nor any other legislative body ctuld mandate
that our Black community--or any other cmmunity of outstandtro
citizens -be required to organize and volunoteer their Nern,,Pq in
both complementary and supplementary wave for the nests of our
schools

Yet, through AOIP, so now have in place not only that volun.,,,
mechanism to work as a body with the schools But alto, the
development of mate, isle which- when properly Oilizei in ea .h f

our communities- will parallel those Pm, strengthening me haninma
that are institutionalized for those otadonts who an iesd,,.
identify as White In our American or fete Important tor y, i 'o

know is that AOIP seeks no lands admInt4t,141vs.ly ,r wine
for itueli.

We in AOIP, have volunteer groups alreRde organized in hundrer'e
of cities* and stand ready ti do so In all , itios with ionar
city and/or Chapter-I-Type a 'nts wh, are "eau.-ationally de
prived' minorities What now is mianirg is the r.a.aier Firl of
encouragement 'om Congress to see that inner city-type r dIncJa
take advantage of this vitally needed assistance without whirl..
th,re can he no real and laittno sucoens

Detailed ha,-Vground or, AUlt materials and meth ' 1 -ray are
avatlable hose for each remnittoe no her and for t

r et alt,
our concern, in the main, in that thin ',Irlieso taki , , 4

the potential of this unprecedent coalition of flincah Amo,i.an,
who are committed to addresson a volunteer hacis I!, no

"effective-oriented" literacy enchancement needs which only r in

he addressed effectively by those who live within nut inner
cities

PART III RECOMMENDATIONS TO CONGRI'lS FOR FkUJII,INb IHE "MI INC
LINK' FOR EFFECTIVE INN'R CITY FDIWAFION

Our recommendations !ACP stated simply Having the staff of this
important sub committee work out with AOIP the kind Of .-,11%
achievable and cost effective artivities that need to he don to
build in this complementary element which will help provido the
"missing l i n k We a r e requeeting F 1 1 , 4 , 1 1 4 r a c t i o n hi ea t i ' ' ' , -
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Chairman HAWIONS. Well, thank you for a very excellent statement.
Our final witness is Mr. Garrett Murphy, Director of the Division

of Adult and Continuing Education Programs, New York State
Education Department. Mr. Murphy, we welcome you before the
committee.

STATEMENT OF GARRETT MURPHY, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF
ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION PROGRAMS, NEW YORK
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Hawkins.
Honorable members of the subcommittee, I am Garrett W.

Murphy, and I am Director of the Division of Adult and Continuing
Education Programs for the New York State Education Depart-
ment, but I am offering this testimony on behalf of the Council of
State Directors of Adult Education and the American Association
of Adult and Continuing Education.

I have been in this literacy field now for twenty-five years spend-
ing fifteen of it running a store front center operated by the
Albany Public Schools. I am now a bureaucrat, but my wife has
jumped in to take my place in the field. And despite the fact that
she is a mother of fifteen, she now teaches beginning readers and
tells me at dinner what I used to know on my own.

This Act has stayed pretty much it has been fcr its entire twenty
year history while other Acts such as Voc Ed or the Employment
and Training System have changed quite a bit over that period.
And essentially it is because it has been and is an excellent piece Of
legislation. It is responsive.

Its planning provisions allow states with will and leadership to
meet local and regional needs without a lot of special set-asides or
percentum stipulations. It uses the skill of all providers, and that is
very important.

Schools, colleges, community based organizations, libraries, vol-
unteers, we manage to use them all, because this one Act allows us
to do that.

And over the last several years, there has been too much talk of
the purported superiority of one delivery system over another, and
this does not help the cause of illiteracy in the United States at all.

What we should be doing is cherishing and using every resource
available. And in New York, we are trying to do that as best we
can. We started in New York City, and the PLUS campaign has got
us all working together throughout the state allowing every single
agency who can get into this business and have a role to have a
role and to be built into the system.

We hear sometimes that adults will not return to schools for
their education, and we find that is not the case in New York cer-
tainly where over 80 percent of our adult basic education students
are going to school based programs and this includes the very basic
readers Four out of five even basic readers despite the magnificent
job that the volunteers are doing in this area, four out of five are
still being educated by the schools.

The Act's planning mechanism allows each state to adjust its
program for urban models, rural moa3ls, programs for homeless,
and we have had some all the way thriugh to programs to help the
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competitiveness of America's work place You can do it all in the
one Act.

I have some specific recommendations. The 20 percent limitation
for institutionized I believe should be retained No one sector
should access a disproportionate amount of the Act.

On the 20 percent for secondary programming, we recommend
that it be retained as it is. We do not wish to expand monies any
percent for secondary education. We believe, as Congressman
Cooper pointed out, that the great preponderance of the monies
ought to go for the least educated and most in need.

We also believe that these adults should have access to a full
range of opportunity, which means not only to be able to go just so
far and stop, but be able to move through a high school education
as well.

In dealing with the maintenance of effort, if there is to be a
maintenance of effort in the Reauthorized Act, we recommend that
the 90 percent formula of maintenance of effort which presently
applies to the Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act also
applies to the Adult Education Act rather than a full 100 percent
maintenance of effort.

The new Section 309 which appropriates money for research de-
velopme,lt, and demonstration and dissemination, we strongly sup-
port. But we advise that a committee be formed to advise the feder-
al government on the administration of these monies, and that that
committee include members of the State Council and members of
AAACE.

Literacy, as we know, has assumed increased importance or an
awareness of its increased importance, because it has always been
important, but we just have not realized how much it undergirded
so many other things.

And now we see the statistics that the people with the lowest
education have the least income, are more likely to be incarcerat-
ed, or are more likely to be on public assistance. And we see espe-
cially in the new Learning To Be Literate in America publication
the fact that children's levels of education is linked irrevocably
with that of their parents. And if their parents have not gotten a
sufficient education, the odds are those children will not make it
either.

We see that public assistance programs in this country will re-
quire a first step of literacy if they are ever to move people from
dependence towards independence.

And we see in the work place and in my own state in Rochester,
in the Rochester Products model that we have put together, where
they took out the old forges and they brought in new Japanese
foundries into that factory in Rochester Products.

And what they said was, okay, all you people who used to carry a
wrench this long around and do everything with manipulations
now are going to have to run those foundries sitting at a keyboard
and doing calculations and data entry.

And we had to go in with a basic skills program for 800 of those
workers, rent a closed Catholic School down the street, and begin
making that work force competitive. And where we have gone in in
other places and done that, instead of dislocation, we have found

r
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the labor force expanding and that company remainirg competitive
internationally.

There is a rapid escalation in this country of non-English speak-
ing populations, especially Hispanic. And the strain is especially
severe in situations where the adults are illiterate in their own
language as well as English. And clearly, we need to do more in
that area.

Therefore, we are supporting a number of special initiatives.
That of Mr. Good ling for his family literacy, because it is very im-
portant, although we are concerned about the declining level of
support.

Because populations which have a power base when you have
that kind of beachhead legislation where you put money in and
then withdraw it, the locals and the state do replace it. If you have
got a population that does not have a power base, as the money is
withdrawn the services decline proportionately.

We strongly support the work place literacy amendment of Mr.
Biaggi in H.R. 1342. And the English proficiency amendment pro-
posed by Mr. Martinez. But we propose greater involvement at the
state level, so that Governors and chief school officers will have the
full array of resources at their haiids

In summary, the Act should be reauthorized and recognized for
what it is, a highly important piece of legislation. It should be con-
tinued and strengthened for the reasons that I have said and one
more, and that is the education of the nation's children.

For twenty-five years, we in education have set aside the hopes
of under-educated adults preferring to making the major invest-
ment in our children. And in so doing, we may have condemned
both. The one essential element in a climate suitable for learning
is hope. Without an atmosphere of hope, no learning takes place.

We fool ourselves into believing that we could successfully edu-
cate children who come from situations which are so devoid of
structure, aspiration or control, because the generation upon which
they must rely for care no longer believes that things will get
better or that help will arrive.

And until they believe, until we rebuild hope in those families
and those communities, our most sophisticated strategies for the
education of children will not succeed.

This Act strongly supported and adequately funded offers our
best hope of reaching both generations. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Garrett W Murphy follows:]

C5
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Executive Summary

The Adult Education Act:

has stood the test of time berAnce of its simplicity and
flexibility

has planning provisions which allow each state to operate
programs which react to the state's needs

can support a variety of instructionll approaches in many
settings under the auspices of both public and private
agencies

funds programs which span a range from instruction to
homeless to workplace literacy programs which enhance
America's c-mpetitiveness.

Of the various delivery systems supported by funding from
the Act such as:

- public schools
colleges

- libraries
- community based organizations
- vocational agencies
- employment and training agencies
- volunteer groups

all have a place in the system. No ore system is inherently
superior - even at lowest skill levels.

The Act's simple student eligibility requirements make
programs under the Act natural partners with employment and
training programs, programs to reduce welfare dependency, and
vocational education programs.

Recommendations concerning certain provisions of the Act:

Section 304(b) - 20% limitation on programs for
institutionalized. Retain; no single constituency should
access a disproportionate share of resources.

Section 306 - 20% limitation on adult secondary programming.
Retain; need is still grea-est for adult basic education and
English-as-a-second language. Do not diminish or reduce 20%
limit; adults should have access to secondary education when
their elementary (basic) needs are met.

Section 306(a) (7) e .nsion through new provider agencies.
Where community agencies are not full partners in the
delivery system, "expansion" should be through all eligible
agencies.

Section 307(b) (1) - maintenance of effort. Pattern after
ECIA Chapter 2 by _llowing a 90% maintenance of effort on
aggregate expenditure or per full time equivalent student.

Section 309(a)(1) - research and development. Form an
advisory committee of scholars and practitioners including
representatives of the National Council of State Directors
of Adult Education and American Association of Adult and
Continuing Education.
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Section 310 - staff development and special projects.
Retain; quality should not be sacrificed even in times when
funds for direct services to participants are scarce.

The Act has assumed greater importance in the last three
years because:

Its role in promoting workplace literacy to enhance American
competitiveness

the clear relationship between the education level of
children and that of their parents

its role in providing inst.uction to those with limited
proficiency in English

increasing evidence linking income to educational level

the need of public assistance recipients for literacy
instruction as the first step toward independence.

The Act should be supplemented with new targeted sections
each with its own appropriation fcr:

workplace literacy; therefore we support HR 1342 which would
add a new Section 316 to the Act

family literacy; therefore we support the family literacy
-,rovisions in HR 50 although we are concerned that declining
federal support will result in declining levels of service

instruction in English for persons with limited proficiency
in English; therefore we support the intent of HR 579, but
recommend greater involvement with the State Grant program
of the Adult Education Act.

The Congress may also wish to consider a new section of the
Act designed especially to serve public assistance clients.

Without a strong program of adult literacy and basic skills
education, the older generation in many U.S. communities loses
hope. This lack of hope has a negative effect upon the learning
ability of their children. Programs for -dults may have their
greatest effect upon the succeeding generation.
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Chairman HAWKINS. Well, thank you.
At a hearing in Los Angeles a week ago, we were informed of the

situation with respect to homelessness in the City of Los Angeles,
which I think has perhaps the largest amount of homeless people
almost of any area. And at that time, it was a surprise to me that
the strong connection between the homeless and job programs was
accentuated by a recent act of Los Angeles County.

In the change from the Comprehensive Employment and Train-
ing Act to the Job Training Partnership Act, the County of Los An-
geles and I think that this story applies today because we are now
talking about welfare reform and what may happen if we proceed
with some of the current proposalsthe example was brought out
that in the County of Los Angeles, the general relief population at
the time of the beginning of the Job Training Partnership Act was
informed of the benefits that this act would bring about.

And as a result of that, the County of Los Angeles dumped some
17,000 persons who were on general relief in the County of Los An-
geles onto the Job Training Partnership Act, but before the act was
actually in operation. And then for more than a month these per-
sons who had been receiving aid under general relief, and by defi-
nition had assets of less than $50 per person, were without any par-
ticular assistance whatsoever.

And as a result of that, some 4000 or 5000 of the general relief
clients were somehow lost in the general population. They do not
know what hap-,"'ned to them. And the speculation wr _nd some
evidence was pi -1sented that many of these joined the homeless,
which I think is pretty typical of wha,. may happen as we begin to
talk about so-called welfare reform.

Is it going to be a scheme for local people to become relieved of
financial responsibility for persons who will end up without any
help whatsoever, and without jobs and without the literacy train-
ing that many of tnese programs are supposed to be providing for
them, but without adequate protection.

And so as a result of that, it was brought to my attention, at
least and among Mr. Martinez and others at the hearing, of the
direct connection between some of these programs and the home-
less people.

I therefore think, Mr. Snyder, that what we fear may happen
may happen, and that is that too often these schemes are merely
the excuse for increasing the number of homeless rather than
bringing relief tc them.

And I was wondering whether or not the so-called proposals to
reform welfare which are now before us, whether you also fear that
perhaps we will not provide the child care, we will not provide the
literacy, we will not provide the jobs at decent wages that some of
these schemes are proposing, if we simply put through on a hasty
basis these ideas without the adequate protection that they may
provide; in other words, are we actually creating the homeless pop-
ulation rather than doing lything to alleviate it?

Mr. SNYDER. Well, I thi, 't that finally Congress is beginning to
explore more seriously the role of tile federal government in re-
sponding to the needs of homeless people. But folks like myself all
across the country I think wince every time that we hear the term
welfare reform.

28
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Because while many people using it are certainly well-inten-
tioned, our experience has been that any modification in the pro-
gram and any effort to change to a considerable degree the pro-
grams that provide the basic necessities and sustainers of life
almost always are structured in such a way as to reduce the
number of people who will benefit from them.

It is almost as though you see a tube of toothpaste and somebody
is squeezing it, and squeezing it and squeezing it, and out of the top
predictably comes the toothpaste. Well, many of the changes that
we have seen and many of the approaches that we have seen at a
federal, state and local level seem to have as their primary purpose
squeezing people out of those programs, and making it difficult if
not impossible for them to continue to receive benefits to which
they are legitimately and desperately in need of.

So I have great cowern about the hell bent for leather approach
to welfare reform. Bec ause given the past history, and given our
experiences, and given what we have seen happening not just in
Los Angeles but all over the country, we see a fairly conscious
effort to squeeze people out of those programs, and then we see offi-
cials scratching their heads and wondering where all of those folks
went.

And if you ask the shelter operators and the soup kitchen provid-
ers, they will tell you where they went. They fell through the
cracks, disappeared beneath that vaunted safety net, and now they
are down there living out of garbage pails and subsisting in back
alleys.

And it is almost inconceivable to me that it could be any worse,
because it is already worse than it has ever been. But I think that
it is conceivable that it could get worse. And that under the euphe-
mistic title of welfare reform that we could well see further cut-
backs in the kinds of services the t people need in order to keep
their head minimally above water.

And then everyone will say that statistically we are doing a won-
derful job, because the numbers are shrinking. But up here the
numbers are shrinking, and down here where the rubber is hitting
the road the numbers are going to be growing.

Chairman HAwxiNs. I just thought that we should express that
concern. Because as we hasten to put through some of these pro-
posals, we may not build into them the adequate safeguards that
we need. We talk rather glibly about all of the child care that is
going to be made available and all of the decent jobs. And at the
same time, we are not supporting an increase in the minimum
wage which means that the jobs that they are talking about will be
paying less than a survival wage rate and so forth. And to get the
federal government out of protecting its individuals too hastily
may not be the best thing that can be done. Let me hasten, howev-
er.

Mrs. Ballard, you have mention d very much about community
base organizations and voluntary eiTorts. And let me commend the
association that you represent because I think that they have done
an excellent job.

But would you also agree that despite all of the fine things that
we can say about volunteer efforts that are being made by organi-
zations and the community efforts that are being put forth that the

2)
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problem of illiteracy is too large now for the combined efforts of
these individuals, and that the inclusion of these efforts in any pro-
posal cannot be used as any excuse to retrench on the federal obli-
gations and federal funds?

You would not be suggesting that we need less federal efforts
funding on the basis that the people at the local level and the vol-
unteers are going to do the job, and consequently we did not need
to give them any support?

Ms. BALLARD. Not by any means, and that is why I used the
words that we see our efforts are being complementary or supple-
mentary to those efforts. And those efforts indeed need to be in-
creased.

Our approach has been towards the whole person, and recogniz-
ing that people have to have a desire to become literate. So we feel
that it is through efforts such as ours that people can develop the
self-worth in order to have them ready for the other programs
which certainly cannot be minimized in any way.

And so I am glad that you raise that, because I would not want
my comments about our efforts to be misconstrued in any way as
suggesting that the federal effort be diminished but rather in-
creased. And our rote would only be to complement and to supple-
ment these efforts.

Chairman 1-likwicnis. Well, thank you for that clarification. Mr.
Grandy.

Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Murphy, at the end of your statement, you say that the Act

should be strongly supported and adequately funded.
Do you have an idea of what your definition of adequate funding

is for this particular act? I assume that it is above the Pi esident's
request.

Mr. MURPHY. It is above the President's request. And if you look
at the other two major development programs, the Vocational Edu-
cation Act, although that has been targeted for demise but I do not
believe will happen, that is $800 million in that area. And if you
look at the Job Training Partnership Act, then you realize that
both of these are somewhat crippled without an adequate literacy
funding. And I would see no problem in going to a $200 million
level for the Adult Education Act.

Mr. GRANDY. Currently, Based on a Department of Education
report, there are 79 programs in 14 federal agencies that constitute
about $347 million in fiscal year 1985.

Do you see a need to coordinate and focus these programs more
directly, are we a little over-programmed and perhaps under-fo-
cused?

Mr. MURPHY. In fact, I left out of my oral testimony the fact that
in our state we do coordinate. We have a joint Adult Education Act
and Voc Ed Act RFPs. We engrain our money in the Job Training
Partnership Act. We get money from JTPA for illiteracy. There is
potential for coordination.

But with respect to the availabil of that money which is vested
in other statutes being made available for literacy, in most cases if
you go to somebody and say I am out of money, may I have some of
yours, you do not get very far.
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If you go and say I have got some money and you have some for
similar things and perhaps we can parlay them into a powerful
program, then you do get that coordination, but you need some-
thing to go in with.

And simply moving from your own limited funding system to the
others does not work that well. And not much of that money, the
money identified in the reports, has really been identified as going
to literacy programs. These are things that could be used and could
be coordinated, but I do not think that much is happening right
now, sir.

Mr. GRANDY. Do you have any staist ics as to what percentage of
your illiterate population, and I assume what I am referring to now
would be a conventional illiterate, is speaking another language,
does not understand English?

Mr. MURPHY. Both my state and the nation are about the same,
in the low 40 percent.

Mr. GRANDY. The 40 percent would be non-English speaking?
Mr. MURPHY. Non-English speaking.
Mr. GRANDY. Am I correct in assuming that they are classified as

conventional illiterates?
Mr. MURPHY. In my state, they would not unless they were at

the lowest level. We have a somewhat more precise breakdown
than the federal reporting requirements have. So we have four
levels of English as a second language beginning with people who
are illiterate in their own language, and four levels of basic skills.

And we looked at our population and found that of the 150,000
that we are presently serving that 75,000 of them, that is half,
either read below the sixth grade level and are in the hard to serve
category or at the lowest two levels of English as a second lan-
guage, which means that they are in as great need as the others.

So we have a way of defining even within the ESL population
how many are truly in the illiteracy range and how many are liter-
ate but need to transfer to another language.

Mr. GRANDY. And I assume that you would not be an advocate of
in any way reshaping and redefining the bilingual education stat-
utes which we were studying earlier to compensate for adult bilin-
gual problems?

Mr. MURPHY. No. I think that the Bilingual Education Act in-
volvement in adults is primarily in the parent ed realm which is
appropriate. But the job of identifying and educating those people
who need English, those adults who need literacy in English as a
second language, should remain in this Act.

Mr. GRANDY. Just so I understand, many of these people, of
course, are parents, and are you saying that this program is de-
signed to teach those parents, and then there is the parent pro-
gram in the Bilingual Education Act that supplements that, do you
need both of them?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes. The parent program in the Bilingual Educa-
tion Act does not deal primarily with teaching them English or the
upgrading of their basic skills. It is primarily to help them support
their children's education and get involved in their children's edu-
cation, which is a different kind of program. So the two can com-
plement each other.

5 1
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Mr. GRA TDY. Finally, let me ask you, and maybe you do not have
the statistic, but what percentage of your monies go towards find-
ing and location of these people, and encouraging them to partici-
pate in a program? I would think that the needs would be quite a
bit different between your state and mine which is very rural, and
it is harder to find an illiterate base in Spencer, Iowa perhaps than
it is New York City.

Mr. MURPHY. To go along with the PLUS campaign, Project Lit-
eracy U.S., we have inaugurated in New York State a New York
You Can Read campaign, which is organized of regional consortia
of agencies of all kinds. As I mentioned before, everybody working
together.

And then we are sending out trainers to each one of those con-
sortia to teach them how to reach out better and really go after the
least educated and the most in need. And in the City of New York,
25 percent of the funds have to go to those who are at the zero to
fourth grade level in their native langauge in addition to what we
get in the English as a second language.

We have always made a very stro.ig stand to reach out and to go
after that population. The New York You Can Read campaign is
presently funded at about $100,000, and that is the spur. It would
be difficult to identify then how much each local agency is devoting
to outreach in coordination with that.

Mr. GRANDY. Then I would ask you, and anybody on the panel
may respond, do you have any thoughts about how you might
reach out to an illiterate population in a rural community in which
English is their first and only language? When you are in a dislo-
cated worker situation like a lot of farmers are and may not have
even the literacy skills to become competitive.

You are dealing with somebody who has been the head of a
household for a long time and who will be thrown roughly into the
work place probably with his wife and children. It is very hard to
get him to come forward.

How do you use your funds in that area?
Mr. MURPHY. New York interestingly enough has the fourth

largest rural population.
Mr. GRANDY. I am aware of that. That is why I wanted your

opinion.
Mr. MURPHY. Yes. We do use volunteers in those areas, and we

have to go out and work with the families. We have set up pro-
grams at the work sates for dislocated workers. For those at the
higher levels, we are using a correspondence program called
GRASP, Giving Rural Adults a Study Program, and it is working
very well. But you have to be like fourth grade up to be able to do
that. So we still need, you know, human in place contact for the
others.

Mr. GRANDY. As a rule of thumb, are you finding that most of
your rural participants are fourth grade or above, and they are not
totally functionally illiterate; you are talking about conventional il-

literates, are you n ft?
Mr. MURPHY. We are finding the same range that we find in the

rest of the state, which is about half of them above sixth grade and
about half or them below. And we also have our intermediate units

5 2
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called BOCES in New York State, which are especially within the
rural parts of the state, and to set up programs there.

And they work with the local clubs, with the local businesses,
with the farms, or with any kind of organization that we can. Gen-
erally, the best outreach is to find out where people go for help
who may not know that they need literacy. They just know that
they need help. And to connect in with that organization, get a
class, or a teacher or a volunteer segment attached to that.

Mr. GRANDY. To your knowledge, does the Extension Service in
the State of New York provide any assistance here through out-
reach?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, they do. The Cooperative Extension, I met
with them last night. The Cooperative Extension has been working
with us very regularly by way of outreach and identification. And
in coordinating some instructional programs, some of the consumer
homemaking type of skills that they can deliver along with our lit-
eracy skills.

Mr. GRANDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Grandy, may the Chair again remind

you, I do not think that you were present, when we indicated that
we had done a check on the assertion that there were 79 literacy
programs being administered by federal agencies and they were ex-
pending in fiscal year 1985 some $347.6 million.

The study which we have and I will give you a copy of it indicat-
ed that they were identified as being literacy related, which meant
that some authorqy existed for these agencies to become involved
in literacy trainii g, but that it was not necessarily required nor
did we find that they were L. ctually doing it.

The 0347.6 million merely indicated a potential provided that
these agencies did in fact engage in literacy training. What we
were able to identify was that only $126.5 million was actually
being expended, and that is only 36 percent of that amount.

So this throwing around some 79 agencies as somehow being ;,i-
volved in literacy training is not only a misrepresentation, but it is
downright false.

Mr. GRANDY. Well, if the Chairman would yield, and I thank him
for his clarification there.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thanks for the support. We are trying to
get a better adjective, however, but yes.

Mr. GRANDY. These programs inclusive in the 79 figure, are those
79 programs that could be addressing the adult literacy program?

Chairman HAWKINS. Theoretically, yes, they could, but they
could address other activities, and they were primarily designed for
other functions. And vou could add the same amount for these
other functions, and say that that amount is being spent on some
other function. In other words, you could use the same dollars six
cr seven times.

So it is obvious that it should not be all credited to literacy, be-
cause their primary function may be something else. Vocational
education, for example, is a very substantial amount of it, but voca-
tional educatic.-, does not ordinarily get involved in literacy train-
ing. It may get in ,.olved in vocational training, but not necessarily
literacy training. And that is the misrepresentation to which I re-
ferred.
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I will give you a copy of the report, and I hope that you will have
an opportunity to analyze it. And if there is any further clarifica-
tion that is needed, then we can instruct the staff to go back and
review some further ramification of it that may be of interest to
this committee.

But I am simply suggesting that let us not believe everything
that is being said in support of the some of the allegations of those
who would like to cut the funding which is their main purpose and
not in literacy training.

Mr. Williams has vanished. Mr. Solarz.
Mr. SOLARZ. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Do you any of you know what the functional definition of illiter-

acy is for an adult?
Mr. MURPHY. It has moved around so much in my twenty-five

years in this business. There is no real definition at this point. And
people have tried to set an absolute illiterate level, and then a
functional illiterate level over that. They have used the adult per-
formance level study at one time, and looked at a number of com-
petencies. Some people use grade levels.

At this point, in our program it does not matter t''....t much to us
that we can define the point at which illiteracy ends and literacy
begins. If people are in need of basic education, that is it.

Mr. SOLARZ. In terms of measuring the magnitude of the prob-
lem, would it make sense to try to establish a national standard of
literacy in order to be able not only to determine who i 3 illiterate
and who is not, but how many people fall into the illiterate catego-
ry..

I am not suggesting that just because someone might meet the
technical definition of illiteracy, whatever that definition is, that
they do not need help.

But to the extent that we are concerned about 'the problem of
adult illiteracy in the country, do you think that it would be help-
ful to have some nationally established standard of what illiteracy
is?

Mr. MURPHY. It is a way of defining the problem, but it is still
difficult. We do have the figure on the number of people without a
high school diploma.

Mr. SOLARZ. That does not mean that they are illiterate.
Mr. MURPHY. No, it does not.
Mr. SOLARZ Given the fact that there appear to be several defini-

tions of illiteracy, what are the varying estimates as to the number
of adult illiterates in the nation?

Mr. MURPHY. They vary from 19 to 23 million in the conservative
range, and those are people functioning generally about the fifth or
fourth grade down or limited English proficient. And there have
been estimates looking at the APL study and classifying both levels
of going up into the 50 millions.

Mr. SOLARZ. Are there any estimates as to how many literally
cannot read at all, not even first grade level?

Mr. MURPHY. Nothing reliable. I have seen estimates, but noth-
ing that has been any more than a guess.

Mr. SOLARZ. I gather that by any standard, there are many more
people who are illiterate than who are getting served by the varie-
ty of programs that we have for them.

5'i
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Mr. MURPHY. Yes. Even taking the most conservative estimate of
19 million, we have got about 2.9 million being served in the coun-
try this year.

Mr. SOLARZ. What do you find tends to happen when people who
were illiterate go into these programs and acquire the skills neces-
sary to become literate? Do you find that in the great percentage of
such cases that people get jobs that they did not have previously or
are able to lead better lives? Is there a clear correlation between
their subsequent compared to their prior status in society?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, I believe tnat for the great majority that there
is. They come for different reasons. Some only to help their chil-
dren and some to read the Bible. A good half of them do come for
economic purposes. And then it depends on whether or not you set
your program up so that it works closely with other programs that
can get them into training.

Mr. SOLARZ. Let me ask you a final question. Perhaps the others
might want to answer this as well. I have always been impressed
by the fact that there have been some countries in the developing
world, particularly where revolutions have overthrown the previ-
ous power structure, in which one of their first undertakings is to
organize a literacy campaign where they get a lot of the young
people of the country who are in school to go out to the countryside
and teach adults who never learned how to read and write to do so.

I realize that there are conflicting assessments as to how effec-
tive these programs are. God knows that countries like Cuba and
Nicaragua who 1,-.ve done this have pretty poor human rights ef-
forts. But nevertheless, I have always thought that that was at
least one commendable aspect of their revolutions.

Even if these programs were not all that successful, the very fact
that the effort was made seemed to be a plus. I will leave aside the
questions of the extent to which there may have been propagandis-
tic components to such litera^y drives which may be objectionable.

But I mention this as a prelude to asking would it make any
sense in our country to try to organize a national literacy m-
paign in which we would undertake to encourage college and possi-
bly high school students throughout the country, obviously in some
kind of coordinated way, to participate on a volunteer basis in an
outreach effort to teach adult illiterates how to read and write. Is
there a lesson that we perhaps can learn from these developing
countries that have tried such an approach?

Ms. BALLARD. May I respond?
Mr. SOLARZ. Certainly.
Ms. BALLARD. Because the effort of ALIP is exactly what you are

describing. It has not zeroed in on college students necessarily. But
to use as an illustration one of our programs where our goal was to
help people to learn to read the newspaper. And so our efforts were
directed to just helping them to read the newspaper, so that they
could know what was going on around them.

And in our evaluation of the results following that, they were
more prepared to vote, to be a part of the political scene, because
they could read the issues and understand them better. And this
was a year's program carried out strictly by volunteers where they
met with a group if people.
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And the goal of that program was to have them to read the
newspaper. And then the evaluation had to do with what happened
to those people as a result of their being able to read the newspa-
per on a daily basis.

And it was a completely different attitude on their part, a differ-
ent feeling about their inclusion. Whether they actually got in-
volved or not, they felt that they at least knew what was going on,
and they had the right to be included if they wished.

Mr. SOLARZ. That sounds exciting.
Mr. Murphy, you have tens of thousands of students in New

York State at the State University System and other colleges. It
seems to me that many of them have idealistic inclinations. I
would think that there is a vast reservoir of potential assistance
here, which if it were tapped and channeled in the right direction,
could be helpful.

What do you think of that? Has it been tried? If it has not, would
it make sense to try? Should we encourage it in some way?

Mr. MURPHY. It was tried to a small extent a couple of years ago
through the, I cannot think of the name of it, the cooperative work
study program money for students, but it was tried to a very small
extent.

The major problem is the length of time that they would be able
to devote to this. If you are looking at literacy as a Third World
nation might, which is rudimentary literacy commendable and
doable in a short period of time, that is one thing.

If you are looking at the fact that to stay competitive, we may
have to go into work places and get people functioning at the
eighth and ninth grade level across the board in order to deal with
the new technologies and the new less hierarchical systems of man-
agement, that a one time big push effort misses that population,
and you need an organized ongoing effort to do that kind of thing.
So a one time big push of volunteers may have a role, but it is not
a solution to the whole range of literacy.

Mr. SOLARZ. Well, let me just say that there is no reason in prin-
ciple that it has to be one time. Why could it not be continuing?

If you tell me that we are serving maybe ten percent of the
number of the adult illiterates in the country through the existing
program, and we recognize that budgetary constraints make it im-
possible to have a massive expansion of these programs, what is
the objection to harnessing volunteer efforts in an effort to deal
with the problem? Is that not better than doing nothing?

Mr. MURPHY. There is no objection whatsoever, except to point
out that it is one part of an overall solution. And one other thing
that needs to be pointed out is that cost figures have shown over
the last two or three years in which volunteers have been given a
lot of support, that volunteers have not been that much cheaper
than regular classrooms.

The training and the logistics have shown, and I am getting this
from the volunteer agencies, that it costs almost as much to run a
volunteer set-up as it does to run a regular classroom type of pro-
gram. If that is the case, then what is being looked at as a very
cost effective mechanism for getting out to a lot of people may not
be.

Jo
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The other problem is that there are about 50,000 volunteers in
the business now. Our ability to increase that ten- or twenty-fold, I
am not sure of it. But as I said in my testimony, we use everybody
that we can because it makes sense, and we would welcome that
kind of an initiative.

Mr. SOLARZ. Thank you very much.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Let me just talk for a

moment about who is in needand the level of service they need.
If we just take for an example a city like Los Angeles which by one
reasonably finite measurement has some 40,000 people on various
waiting lists seeking programs which will help them acquire an im-
portant skill, or to upgrade one.

Granted that is a diverse population. But ifwe just use that kind
of target and we talk about the range of delivery systems that we
have available and the need to have a useful blend of support for
those delivery systems.

If we were to target our effort at that self-selected population for
instance those inciividuals who have placed themselves on a wait-
ing list, where would we best target our resources in order to meet
that in your experience?

Mr. MURPHY. The self-selected, the 40,000 on the waiting list?
Mr. SAWYER. Right.
Where do we find those waiting lists most intensively concentrat-

ed and what kinds of support can we best give to meet that most
highly motivated need of an entire and large population that needs
help?

Mr. MURPHY. The best way to handle it is to have a coordinated
intake system in a neighborhood or in a city whi h looks at the
people and the slots that you have available in all kinds of pro-
grams, and also the kinds of situation that they are looking for.

You are going to get some people who just will not come out to
anything but the tender loving care and the intimacy of a volun-
teer setting, and others will want to come to a class with their
friends. Some like the prestige of a college, and some like to go to
the school down the street, and some like to go to the library.

And we have to sort all of that out, and as best as possible get
people in the right places. So clearly, if you are going to have to
mount something in a hurry, a classroom based system is the
quickest up, because you are talking one to ten, one to twelve, and
one to fifteen. When if you are talking volunteer, you are talking
one to one. And you have got to identify and train as many volun-

A Leers as you have got candidates.
Mr. SAWYER. Are you telling me that every situation and every

self-selected population is so different that we, as a Congress,
cannot begin to choose among those delivery systems that are most
effective? Is the situation so different in every setting; whether we
are tailing about Los Angeles, or New York, or Columbus, Ohio, or
Ames, Iowa, that we simply throw up the dollars and let the dol-
lars sort themselves out?

My question is, from your experience, in order to meet the larg-
est number of that unmet population, in order to do the best job
that we can with the dollars that we have, does your experience
tell you that we ought to direct ourselves in a particular direction,
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or is it simply that every delivery system is so necessary that we
cannot choose among them?

Mr. MURPHY. My tendency would be to set objectives for the
money, but not in terms of selecting a delivery system, and let the
states put together what makes sense. For example, every state has
a primary delivery system, and then it is sorted by the others.

But in some states like mine, it is the rublic schools. Historically
for over a hundred years, it has been the public schools. In other
states, it is the community college system. In some states, it is the
voc tech system. The libraries and the volunteers tend to be sup-
port in all states.

But they have their role. And I would not recommend anything
that says this is our best bet and we are going with this one. Be-
cause states differ and people differ, and I believe that a pluralistic
system is manageable.

In New York City, I have got about fifty community based orga-
nizations that are superb deliverers of service. I do not want to lose
them. But still 80 percent of what I am doing in New York City is
in the schools. But those CBOs get to a population through their
identity with those groups that sometimes the schools cannot get
to.

So it takes a real mix and match and patchwork quilt of effort to
do it, and I would not have it any other way.

Mr. SAWYER. One more question, Mr. Chairman.
Where in New York City do you have your longest waiting lists?
Mr. MURPHY. At the moment, it is in Brooklyn and the Bronx.
Mr. SAWYER. No, the kind of program.
Mr. MURPHY. English as a second language are more likely to be

self-selected and queue up on a waiting list than native speakers of
English. Yet at the same time, we realize that if we are going to do
something with this money that we have to reach out aggressively
for them as well. We cannot just take the self-selected.

Because we can run a lot of classes, but we may not be arraying
the money that we have out to deal with all of the problems that
we have got out there in the community. We have to make some
judgments on that.

But on the last reckoning that we did, we had 8,000 English as a
second language people on a waiting list out of the about the 70,000
that we have in the city presently in programs.

Mr. SAWYER. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Ballard, as you have testified about the community based

effort that you have which provides services complementary to that
of the regular education institutions, you went through a number
of accomplishments and I suppose requirements of any group such
as yours.

I have noted three of them. One is that you say that there is a
need that all students need a continuous ego strengthening. An-
other is that your group helps remove the uniquely imposed root
causes of illiteracy; for example, a bad self-image. That you have to
try to influence in a positive way a community's lack of insightful-
ness.

S
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Granted 1,nat all of those are appropriate pre-conditions to an ag-
gressive willingness to learn on the part of any of our citizens, but
give me a sense of how much of the time of your group is spent in
doing those necessary things, and what percentage of the time is
spent on hands-on literacy training?

Ms. BALLARD. Well, since I indicated that ours is a supplementa-
ry program, I would say that perhaps 75 percent of the time goes
into the ego strengthening and the other items that you mentioned,
and 25 percent goes into actually working with helping to raise the
level.

Mr. WILLIAMS. And the individuals who are involved in the 25
percent of the nands-on education experience, are those people
teachers?

Ms. BALLARD. For the most part. Now a number of the organiza-
tions in this coalition do consist of professional educators. The
black teachers sorority has always played a major i ole in this pro-
gram. And the co-chairman on education comes from that group. In
my own organization, the majority of our members are professional
educators.

They still as they design the hands-on program work with com-
munity efforts and work through the formalized school program, so
that they are rot working adversely.

Mr. WILLIAMS. In the legislation that I am preparing, we do have
a directive that in the state plan that the state must demonstrate
ways in which it encourages activity with groups such as yours. So
that would be a requirement. Although my bill on the reauthoriza-
tion has not yet been introduced, let me share a couple of facts
about it with both of you.

Under the Act, states and localities would be required to coordi-
nate in an even closer way than they do now with other federal
sources. And that includes coordination with a new group that I
have legislated into law last year, and that is a Vista Literacy
Corps, which is Vista people involved around the country in hands-
on experience with illiterate people.

States are permitted under this legislation which we will intro-
duce soon to use a portion of their funds to assist the private sector
adult education initiatives.

And a third thing that you both might perhaps be interested in
is that the state and local recipients are required to recognize the
special needs of persons with disabilities and persons with limited
English proficiency. And although our friend, Mitch Snyder, had to
leave to go about his good work, they are also required to recognize
the homeless.

Let me say firally that setting aside, if anyone interested in this
country can possibly set aside these important matters, but setting
aside for a moment that illiteracy is a terrible blot on democracy,
because our representative democracy only works with a literate
citizenry, that this great experiment of ours fails without a literate
citizenry, setting aside that need for literacy, that is a well educat-
ed citizenry, and setting aside the danger to America's defense of
an illiterate people, and looking at only as many in Washington do
now about the costs.

I am on the House Budget Committee, and we were here at mid-
night last night trying to complete work on the current year's

50
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budget. So let us just look at it through the green eye shade that
many people consider all of these matters with in these times of
difficult deficit.

It is estimated that last year it cost the American taxpayer $6.6
billion to keep illiterates in jail. Not of course because they were
illiterates, that was not their crime, but illiteracy certainly helped
pave their way to the problems that cost you $6.6 billion to keep
them incarcerated.

We estimate that last year the cost of welfare and unemploy-
ment directly related to illiteracy was another $6 billion. Business
men and women have come to this committee and said that illiter-
acy cost them $10 billion.

If we are really going to move this budget toward balance and if
we are going to make correct use of your hard earned tax dollars,
we have to move much more dramatically than we have been in
reducing dramatically the rate of illiteracy in the United States.
Hopefully, that is what our bill will continue to try to do. Thank
you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you. I wish to thank the witnesses for
their appearance before the committee. I think that the testimony
is helpful to the committee, and I certainly want to commend both
of you on the fine job that you are doing in your local communities,
and I hope that we can match it by doing a job on this committee.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, if I might.
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Even though Mitch Snyder had to leave, I want to

relate very quickly. Mr. Chairman, a story. Mitch Snyder runs a
kind of a nationally famous center not many blocks from here. And
he mentioned that Chairman Bill Gray of the Budget Committee
and several of us went down there a few days ago.

During that tour, I said to Mitch Snyder how do these people get
around, do they have public transportation? He said something
that shocked me. I should have known better, but it shocked me.
He said, well, the buses pull up out here in the morning. I said,
well, where do they take these people. Well, he said in a kind of
surprised manner, they take them to work. I said. to work? He
said, of course, a lot of these people work.

I said, well, what are they doing in this homeless shelter, why
did you have to bring them in off of the grates if they work? Well,
he said, Pat, they work at the minimum wage three hours a day
two days a week. That is the best that they do. The only place in
town that they can afford are the grates at that wage. The buses
also take other people out for job interviews, but the great prob-
lem, Congressman, is that too many of them are illiterate, and they
cannot get and hold good jobs. But are they working, many of
them? Yes. Are meat of the rest of them looking for work? Yes.

Now unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, we hear from this Adminis-
tration that these people cannot work or will not work, that they
do not want to work, and that in fact many of them want to live on
the streets. The facts are the total reverse of that.

Chairman HAWKINS. Well, I think that it is a true comment in
that we are talking about adult illiterates. But we also have a
system in this country of compulsory public education. And you
wonder why it is that so many people who were born and came up.
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And we are not talking about farmers. We are talking about native
born individuals, the majority of whom are white. That they
become illiterates.

And yet possibly the greatest cause of it is that 82 percent of the
children of America do not have pre-school education. Some 60 per-
cent are denied Chapter I. And yet they end up becoming illiterate.
And we do not stop to think that it begins at birth for many of
these individuals, and we simply neglect them.

So they end up with you trying to help them in New York and
patch up what has been done. And the Assault on Literacy organi-
zation trying to patch up what we fail to do early in the process.
And we go on, and on and on. And in the meantime, some more
than two million join illiteracy every year, and a million drop out
of school obviously illiterate. We have immigrants coming into this
country obviously illiterate and what now.

And so the job is becoming so big that not only the cost is esca-
lating, but all of the other problems attendant to illiteracy also.
Even our national security is threatened.

So the subject that we are talking about today is not an insignifi-
cant one. And certainly, we want to commend the witnesses for the
job that they are doing to help us out.

Thank you. That concludes the hearing.
[Whereupon, at 11:15 am, the subcon-, ittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for inclusion in the record fol-

lows:]
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C I T Y O F P H I L A D E L P H I A
W WILSON GOODE

MAYOR

April 9, 1987

Congressman Augustus Hawkins
Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education

Rayburn House Office Building
Room B346C
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Congressman Hawkins:

I am pleased that I have been asked to submit testimony to
the Subcommittee on the reauthorization of the Adult Education
Act. As you may know, I mu Chair of the Literacy Task Force of
the U.S. Conference of Mayors, as well as Chair of that

organization's Subcommittee on Education. Additionally,
Philadelphia has the most comprehensive adult literacy program
in the nation. Headed by a senior person or my staff, the

Mayor's Commission on Literacy has provided local, regional,

national and international leadership on this important social
issue. Be_ause literacy is a priority for my Administration, I

b°1ieve that it is important to bring the pl'_ght of those
lacking basic skills to greater national attention.

I appreciate the opportunity for my remarks to be part fl
the public record. Best personal regards.

WWG :dd

4 2

Sincerely,

914/46-1
W. WILSON GOODE
AAYOR
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SUBCCSKITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

W. Wilson Goode, Mayor, City of Philadelphia

Chair, Subcommittee on Education, U.S. Conference of Mayors

Illiteracy and the American Adult

Many citizens in our nation -- unemployed, underemployed, career displaced and
immigrants -- lack the basic skills necessary to function in everyday life. They
cannot understand the warning on a medicine bottle fill in a job application, or
read to their children. These adults are referred to as functionally illiterate.
They are excluded from participation in the mainstream of our society and economy,
and they can be found in every state of the union. They iivt in urban centers,
towns, and rural areas. The quality of their lives, their children's lives, and
the lives of all Americans is enormously affected by their situation.

No one knows for certain the numbers of those having this handicap.
Determining a person's level of literacy is difficult; high school graduation is a
poor indicator because, until recently, there have been no uniform minimum
graduation standards. Surveys also yield ambiguous results because many readers
are too embarrassed to acknowledge their condition. Low level readers sometimes
carry newspapers in their pockets to feign literacy; others don't venture far from
home because they can't read the signs on buses. Because of the social stigma
attached to illiteracy, these adults have become a huge, voiceless minority with no
institutionalized base of support.

Adult illiteracy is a contributing factor 3n many of the severe social problems
we as a nation face; it has been positively correlated with joblessness, welfare
dependency, crime, and drug usage. While specific causal relationships cannot be
conclusively established between illiteracy and each of these social problems,
illiterates remain disproportionately represented in every one of these
categories. By resolving to combat the problem of illiteracy, our nation will lay
the groundwork for ameliorating many (F the other problems with which we are
afflicted.

Broadening our efforts against illiteracy today will have positive
ramifications in the future. Research has demonstrated that a child's ongoing,
personal contact with a literate adult in the home is the key factor in predicting
a child's performance in reading at school. Thus immediate concentrated action on
the problem of illiteracy through expansion of the Adult Education Act will help to
break the cycle of intergenerational illiteracy that has trapped so many Americans.

Literacy aid a Competitive America

As is well-known, our nation's economy is shifting from its traditional
manufacturing base to high-tech information intensive industries. The demand for
skills grows ever more pronounced as society becomes more technologically-oriented
and complex. Few employers can accommodate workers deficient in basic reading,
language, and computational skills. A mismatch is growing between the skills
demanded by corporate America and those offered by the workforce, to the detriment
of both.

As this country competes with other nations for preeminence in economic
performance, a determining factor in maintaining our technological edge is a

literate workforce. Representative Augustus Hawkins recognized this relationship

when he introduced H.R. 4728 last May, which addressed the connection between
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functional illiteracy and the ability of the United States to compete effectively

in the international arehi. The bill proposes to authorize a program in which
state educa ion agencies would Leceivt funds to provide basic skills to those who

need them -- enhancing their employability or enabling them to find new jobs and
learn skills consonant with technological change.

Noteworthy initiatives have been taken by several American corporations in

recognition of the link between literacy and competitiveness. The CIGNA

Corporation, 6. Dalton Bookseller, McGraw-Hill Publishers Inc., and IBM are just a

few examples of businesses which have made e major comm. .ment to literacy through

large financial or in-kind contributions. Harold W. McGraw, Jr., President & CEO
of McGraw-Hill Publishers, has made a personal commitment by chairing the Business
Council for Effective Literacy, an alliance of businesses working to highlight the
interest corporate America has in a literate population.

Exciting public/private venture precedents have been set. But American

business has never and cannot be expected in the future to assume full

responsibility for the education of our adult population. The national agenda for

education and hence economic competitiveness will lnevi,atly be determined by the

federal government's commitment.

The Existing Literacy Service Network

Estimates of the number of Americans lacking basic skills range from 23 to 72

million; whatever the exact figure, only 5 % are receiving regular, ongoing

instruction. Services are provided through a network of literacy agencies, the

most significant of which are funded by the Adult Education Act. School districts,

community colleges, libraries, organizations such as Laubach Literacy and Literacy
Volunteers of America, community-based agencies, and churches comprise the bulk of

the network. Services include Adult Basic Education, English as a Second Language
instruction and practice for the GED (the high school equivalency certificate).
Professor David Harman of Columbia University, a nationally acknoqiedged expert on
adult education, has estimated that with proper support, these existing services
can be expanded to accommodate an additional 5-10 million people.

According to Harman, the current system does n,.1 represent a coherent network

of literacy instruction for adults. It reaches only those students who happen to

live in areas where literacy instruction is offered, those reached by limited

outreach efforts, or those who are sufficiently motivated to find programs on their

own. Thus, those adults most in need of basic skills often go without services.

Further, the system is stressed by high dropout rates among adult students, due

in part to uncertainties in their lives. Volunteer tutors, while providing the

reduced-cost support necessary for many programs to exist, need high levels of

support and trainik; in order to function effectively as literacy instructors. It

1, very important to note that these volunteer programs require dollars!

In order to expand learning opportunities for millions una to be reached,
greatly increased funding is imperative to provide materials, techiology, space and

instructional training.

-2-
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Recent Literacy Initiatives

Public awareness of the literacy problem has been raised recently through the
efforts of two major broadcasting corporations, ABC and PBS. PLUS, Project
Literacy U.S., is designed to educate viewers through television on the dimensionc
of the problem, as well as provide means for interested tutors and students to come
foward. PLUS works with local literacy programs nationwide to refer volunteers and
those in need of services.

The PLUS initiat:,'e was undertaken in recognition of the need for greater
literacy services nationwide; however, when the program was begun, the established
literacy service community was already stretched thin, with many programs lacking
the resources to handle the already waiting lines of tutors and studen. On the
whole, the PLUS campaign has been highly successful in meeting its goals of raising
awareness and increasing the numbers of students and tutors involved in literacy
instruction. But to help the network expand to meet the increased demand, new
funding is needed.

Conclusion: Civic Literacy

Literacy has two facets: one, the posession of the basic skills necessary to
function effectively in everyday situations, such as reading traffic signs and
shopping for groceries; and the other, the ability to comprehend, analyze and
evaluate subtle concepts and arguments. This latter ability is essential for .-
full and effective participation of all Americans in our political process.

This year we are celebrating the Bicentennial of the United States
Constitution. Yet, for those who lack the skills to read the seminal document of
our democracy, opportunity is limited. The ability to make informed choices, to
vote intellicently, to detect nreirmonnda t,-qoires m03? than basic liteTR,y. To
meet this challenge, a commitment to raise the educational status of the nation's
adults must be forged by .ne leadership of our country. Resources must be provided
so that the literacy problem can be meaningfully addressed and the possibilities of
liberty and democracy may be fully .ealized by all of our citizens. To do less
consigns our nation to governance by the haves, while the have nots, those who
cannot participate, remain a voiceless minority, unable to persuasively articulate
their grievances, offer their suggestions or register their choices. We must do
more to ensure that these individuals fully avail themselves of the opportunities
which our form of goverment guarantees.

Institutionalized commitments to research, funding, and direction are required
to reach the tens of millions of adults who need help. The investment, while
costly, will pay enormous dividends in terms of our ration's economic vitality and
social cohesion. Jefferson warned that a nation cannot be both Ignorant and free;
clis warning takes on a special urgency today.

-3-
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TESTIMONY OF NICHOLAS M. NIKITAS

NATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL ON ADULT EDUCATION

WASHINGTON, D.C.

PRESENTED TO

THE ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION SUBCOMMITTEE,

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

THE HONORABLE AUGUSTUS HAWKINS, CHAIRMAN

MARCH 26, 1987

Good morning Hr. Chairman. As you know, the National Advisory Council on

Adult Education Ya. created by the Congress under PL 91-230 as amended in 1970

to be an independent agent charged with the responsibility to evaluate the

effectiness and recommend now measures to the President, the Congress and the

Department of Education to resolve the crisis of adult illiteracy in America.

In late 1986, tne Council released its much-acclaimed report "Illiteracy in

America: Extent, Causes and Suggested Solutions." Thus far in 1987, the NACAE

has held public hearings on the reauthorization of the Adult Education Pet in

four national regions: Newark, NJ; Nashville, TN; Denver, CO; and Seattle, WA.;

and on April 1 In Los Angeles, CA. Throughout our hearings we have taken

testimony from scores of state directors, local program directors, directors of

non-oroftt programs, volunteers and students. We have uncovered same very

interesting and significant Information from the field and therefore are most

honored to present these findings to tuts Committee of the Congress this

morning:
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The Act

There is much confusion among our populace as to the title "Adult Education

Act." Therefore the NACAE ,-eepmmends that the title should be changed to "Adult

Basic Education Act" to avoid confusion with other continuing programs at the

local level.

Categorical Levels

When the Act was passed in the 1960's, there were three equivalency levels

of ABE: Level 1 was intended for those with 0 - 4 capability, level 2 for

grades 5-8 equival2r,y; and level 3 was intended to train those with an

equivalency of grade level 9 and above. Under the reform of the 1970's, levels

1 and 2 were combined into a new level 1 for 0 8 and level 2 remained the

same for grade 9 and above. This change has effectively allowed state and local

agencies to expend most of the earmarked dollars for the new level 1 at the top

half of its spectrum. The NNLIAL favor, the return to the previous levels of

funding so as neither to encourage nor to allow program deliverers to save time

and labor by teaching only the more eailv educable students in the top half of

level 1. A return to the original three-tiered system would insure that those

most in need of basic skills, those most difficult to teach, will recei.-

training and that programs can more easily be held accountable. It is the

NACAE's recommendation that the ESL programs also be divided in three tiers:

ie. beginner, intermediate, and advanced. The NAGAI', believes that this reform

will reverse the trend of the gmintitv of students passing through each program

as a measure of success, back to the quality of the training provided the

students most desperately in need.
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Maintenance of Effort

Most state directors of adult basic education view the "maintenance of

effort" provisions of the act as a legislated incentive to distort and deceive.

In anticipation of regional econatu.c downturns, most states deliberately

underreport the actual state and local commitment to ABE programs so as wIt to

be penalized by a reduction in federal funding. while this practice cannot be

allowed to continue per se, the rmpact on accurate data collection, program

evaluation and effectiveness, and long range planning is catastrophic.

No serious effort to reducing illiteracy can be .undertaken without the most

accurate data collected from the field. Removal of the maintenance-of-effort

provision can help the state directors and the US r)ept of Education to quantify

the depth of our crisis and the scope of existing programmatic effectiveness.

Duplication of Effort (Sec 309)

Because of the heightened public and political awareness of the crisis of

illiteracy, the NACRE believes that new legislation and its concomitant

duplication of effort is precisely what is not needed. The US Deptartment of

Education should be encouraged to undertake a competitive state by state audit

of existing programs, human and capital commitments, and a current and future

needs assessment. We have previously described some of the legislative

impediments to such investigation, but there is one legislative incentive that

we believe should be included in the reauthorization of the act: a targeted

state ny state performance contract in the form of a federal report card on any

state's comparative effectiveness with other states and the punitive denial of

federal funding should any states not fully cooperate.
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Student Progress (Se 306)

There must be some objectivized means to assess individual student

progress. Many students who can never hope to benefit from the program must

continue to be served under current guidelines. Local discretion for periodic

reassessment is important to determine whether or not a student can or should

be retained. We repeatedly heard in testimony before us that the presence of

these students is a definite disincentive for other students wno want to learn

and it often leads direct: to increasing the dropout rate and even denying

seats to students who yearn to learn.

Curriculum Development

There must be an incentive at the national level to e nurage the research

and deveionment of new curricula. The current state and local bureaucracy is

both fearful of destabilizing change and is frankly too overworked to undertake

such a project. The NACAE oelicves that attentiri must be given to information

age computer tecnnology to break away from the 1-tor intensity of one-torone

training and move to group training of perhao; 30 or 40 to one if we are to

make any headway against the evtr r,st of our adult illiterate

populations.

Phonics - The NACAT th, ,4 phcnics in teaching reading

should he encouraged cvr'r the "look - say" method. Since 1911, the phonics

method has been more effcettv, tn all 124 studio> unno-token.

Bilingual - Any refer, nr- or 'o the bilingual method of

training should be removed frrxr rite JCL ,n of 'Ate ;a,-( dtdely successful

and time-effectiv method, of Pn.1,0 1 tot. tar-v.1,1e.
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Inter-agency Agreerents

There must be horizontal cooperation between governmental agencies on each

step of the vertical delivery system: ie. Immigration & Naturalization Service

with the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Defense Department on the federal

level or drug and alcohol clinics and private industry councils on the local

Competition - the NACAE believes that there must be sat' federally based

competition among the states and locally based competition within the states

injected into the delivery process. Requests for prorasals must be given equal

weight for private and non-nrofit oroviders without the turfing fear of losing

the authority of the LEA's if we are to seriously att,....k the crisis.

State Advisor, Councils

The NACAE has found that wherever state advisory councils have been the

most broadly representative of orivaLc, and non-profit adult

education service providers, the programs are the most exemplary. The NACAE

pelieves that whenever and wherever the services are the most integrated, both

quantity and quality are most certain to increase. States should also encourage

local advisory councils to act as clearing houses for print materials, computer

hard and soft ware, books, library resources, data collection, legislative

advocacy, hotline access, and networking among all providers. By this means of

shareu local resources and recponsibility, the NACAE believes strongly that

service delivery can he most fully integrated and effective.
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Conclusion

Though heightened public awareness is essential, it bears its own new set

of problems. The number of players has so multiplied that we must be ever

mindful not to diffuse effort.

Political pressure for "pride of aithorship" legislation must be avoided at

all cost if we are to improve existent institutional
commitments on the short

range. In order to avoid any temporal or quick-fix solutions, the NACRE

recommends that a federal study be undertaken to assess all elements of current

need and a projection for the resolution of the crisis of adult illiteracy

under a strategic master plan for the next 20 years. tv lave already created a

20-year infrastructure and the pool of illiterates has continued to increase.

Let us eliminate any planning set asides and other process impediments to

adult basic education.

Let us encourage our public and private universities to train more students

in ABE and ESL and offer them degree credit hours as student interns.

Let us encourage the use of local libraries not only as input clearing

houses on literacy resources but as output centers of ABE and ESL training.

Let us encourage year-round tralninq ,s a more consistent delivery system

to reduce the high ABE dropout rate.

Let us all work in concert to reform our K-12 public education system - to

analyze the demands of the new family in the new America - to paint with the

creative freedam of artists to invest in America's greatest asset - her people.

For as Edward Everett once said!. "An educated populace is a better safeguard of

liberty than even a standing army."

Mr. Chairman, the National Advisory Council on Adult Education unanimously

supports reauthorization.
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Adult Education Act Rea horization

Survey Report

Thi eport is submitted to Congress by the Life Skills Division of the

American Association for Adult and Continuing Education.

It represents our attempt to establish a data base for addressing four

issues concerning the reauthorization of the Adult Education Act.

Submitted by
Patricia M. Keeton

Legislative Representative
AAACE, Life Skills Division
March 26, 1987

Cr. ri
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The questionaire was mailed to 4. members of AAACE representin-, Ao.lt
Education Act programs. Twenty-four responded--an exceptional rate (52") for
a mail survey with a short deadline. (See attached)

All areas of the country are represented by these responses:

° West = 37%
° Midwest = 9%
° Southeast = 25%
° Northeast = 29%

The variety of positions in the field of adult education were included in
the survey design. The response reflects this variety. State administrators,
local program directors, teacher trainers, and members of the research
community all responded in equal amounts to the survey.

In addition, responses include representation of the AAACE Units most
concerned with the Adult Education Act: Teachers of Adult Education, English
as a Second Language programs, Adult Basic Education programs, and Competency-
Based Education programs.

Survey Results

In response to the question of including the attainment of competencies
as a purpose of the Adult Education Act, an overwhelming

majority (83%)
support this addition. Two respondents question whether basic skills and
competencies are not the same. Both feel, however, that the term competency
is appropriate.

Concerning the required state and local funding match, almost two-thirds
of the respondents favor an increase. Specifically, 40% support a 25% match
and 26% encourage a 50% match over time. The remaining 34% support the
current requirement. There appears to be some concern that an increased
matching requirement would fall disproportionately (and unfairly) on local
programs.

Respondents are equally divided on the issue concerning the duplication
of efforts among states' special project investments. Eleven feel that states
should be required to fund unique projects. Interestingly, of the 11
respondents who do not agree, 5 have noted that provisions should be made in
Section 310 for dissemination and adaption of exemplory projects to other
programs.

Four-fifths of the respondents support the 0.T.A. recommendation that
levels of adult performance he determined periodically.

However, one third do
not believe that performance survey results alone should be the basis for the
state funding formula. One respondent insists that such a survey must be
comprehensive in order to assure that accurate data is collected. Another
insightful adult educator suggests that "there should be a mixed formula based
on perfo-,ence levels of the adult population and performance levels needed
for employment in the region."
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Name MASTER Position

1. The Statement of Purpose (sec. 302, stated below) was written in 1978.

Statement of Purpose

Sec. 302. it is the purpose of this title to expand educational
opportunities for adults and to encourage the establishment of programs of

adult education that will- -

(1) enable all adults to acquire basic literacy skills necessary to

function in society,

(2) enable adults who so desire to continue their education to at least

the level of completion of secondary school, and

(3) mak- available to adults the means to secure training and education
that will enable them to become more employable, productive, and responsible

citizens.

Should the first purpose include both "basic skills and competencies
necessary to function in society"?

83% Comments:

Yes No

2. Since its inception in 1965, the Adult Education Act has only required

a 10% match from state/local programs.

Should the reauthorization require: (check one)

34%

Y- es No

40%

Yes

26%

Yes

7rEr

a. the same 10% match

b. an increase to 25% match

c. an increase to 50% match over a 5 year period

d. other:

3. Since 1975 states have expended $130 million for Section 310 Projects.
This section presently requires that states fund projects that involve
"the use of innovative methods...or programs which may have national

significance..." (See Section 310, printed on back).

t)
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Should this se:Cion be changed to require That 310 Projects not be
duplicated (..e. REINVENTED) from state to state and that they should
be worthy of dissemination to other programs/

'5f (el Is

Comments:

Jse of Funds f.ir Special Experimental Demonstration Projects and Teacher
Training

Sec. 310. Of the funds allotted to a State under section 305 for a fiscal
year, not less than 10 per centum shall be used for._

(1) special projects which will be carried out in furtherance of the
purposes of this title, and which--

(A) Involve the use of innovative methods, including methods for
educating persons of limited English-speaking ability, systems, materials,
or programs which may have national significance or be of special value in
promoting effective programs under this title, or

(B) involve programs of adult education, including education for
persons of limited English-speaking ability, which are part of community
school programs, carried ou, in cooperation with other Federal, federally
assisted, State, or local programs which have unusual promise in promoting
a comprehensive or coordinated approach to the problems of persons with
educational deficiencies; :Ind

(2) training persons engaged, or preparing to engage, as personnel in
programs designed to carry out the purposes of this title.

4. The state grant-formula is based solely on the proportion of dults in
a state who never finished high school.

A 1986 study by the Office of Technology Assessment of "Ale U.S. Congress
recommends that the Department of Education conduct a survey of per-
formance levels every three years.

a. Should the act require that periodic studies of
811. 19% performance levels be conducted?
Yes No

b. Should the survey results then be the basis for the
68% 32% funding formula/
Yes No Comments

0 0


